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Crime on Campus 
Resident assistant 
threatened at gunpoint 
Two cars stolen from 
university parking lots 
John R. Tho rne roll students "came back out and started Derek Diaz security. Suspecting that thieves had aban-
Crime Investigator fighting with the guys again ," Davis said. News Editor donedone vehicle and stolen the one next to 
A fight last Friday night resulted in the According to ·several witnesses, the al- For all of 1991,1992, and 1993, John it, security contacted UHPD to verify that 
arrest of one Cleveland man after he drew a tercation had attracted numerous witnesses Carroll University parking lots saw no motor the abandoned Cutlass Supreme was stolen. 
gun on a Sutowski resident assistant. from Sutowskj and Murphy Halls. vehicle thefts. The reported theft of Cranley's car later 
'There very easily could have been a "I went to separate the two and I looked Last week, there were two. that day affirmed their suspicions. 
murder up there," said Detective James B. up and the guy who went back to his car, did According to police accounts, both thefts ' One day later on February 20, Patrolman 
Rohal, of University Heights Police de- · go back to his car and got a gun and he was were accomplished by professional auto Escano of the Cleveland Police's Sixth 
partment, referring to the~vent$.thaterupted pointing it at me," Davis said. "He was thieves. Pol ice recovered the first stolen car District found Cranley's Bonneville at 
early Saturday morni~g on the northwest about eight feet away." last Sunday, while the second car is sti ll 12100 Ohlman Avenue, near East 105th 
corner of-the John Carroll University Davis found himself between the two missing. Street. Escano reported damage to the 
canjpus. men fighting and the man with the gun, as Student Union President-elect John verucle'ssteeringcolumn,dashboard, trunk, 
According to Bryan Davis, an RA in the third man watched the melee. Cranley, owner of the first stolen car, no- and driver's door. 
Sutowsk i. the altercation occ;urred outside ''He. w.as holqing_itapou~shoul~eJ:,l),e.ight, t~y-~~,£~~e~s, .~·~c~r~.t1:'<??· ~e!>:~l)8~1h~-~: ~is .. . .~~l,l'·s ·apparent that these thjeves did not 
of SuJQtv.~id.{allt,\IJ.e~Mti~~ltgl1ii~ik :;.'~.'~:-.'~om.alsid~\¥¥~i<t~~¥fs~~~i'dl-. ·'1I~Q~b.l~{na · l987cPonfJac Bonneville had been··stolen steal the car for parts," Escano said. "They 
_ · -i~i~~nt'<iaiTl'eini'ncirtfe?sald ihere isso~~one of froze, I went blank. I didn't wantto make from the library parking lot sometime be- took the car ror a joy ricte and then abandoned 
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outside gelling jumped," said D~~is. any s.ud.~f,O . . l!'~ves, ~~~t ~ for s.~r;.~- ~.Ju~t IY,'~ep.A:3~~.m. _<}J~.Q, 7:~.0 p.!Jl._ t~<!J. st~.Y.:· i.Jb'~ , • ,,_. •. ·<.,:: ,. . , • . ,-:. ;.,~ .-:.:·. ·. -· _ :~ -~ .;_ 
, . ;~pon::wi~v~~~~~~ ~!l~! ~~.!'t~~i~: : ~.t?Pi[~~t.q:1nlriht.e.;fJAt-.tll~- ~y; .G&Gt~tlw. ~<[r.ani'eY,:saia~t;bat<~puS:-s~u~t¥· :i<;iieWlW ...,,~ -~mi:eo~~oOCJry~~~eft'occurred last 
~· • •Jte1!f,o\)Jl~~wo :~.~r:{oll'"stU'dents "in a con- Carroll student)', that's alii said." the theft before he did. · Friday from the parkinglotoutsideofMillor 
fro ntation with · three black gentlemen." . p~~s d?es1~'! rem.~mber MY. words that ''I went to the Belvoir guardhou~e and HaiL Junior Len uta Vidican noticed that 
Davis said he took wi1h him a "bokken ," were spoken othenhan his telling the gun told them that my car had been stolen," her 1984 Cutlass Supreme had been stolen 
5~hl!;p_.he gescribe,d as a five foot wooden holder to break up the fight. Cranley said. "The guard said that security from beside the residence hall between 7 
Sci'ml}~af. sw.or9~1J~e<:l.for sparring. ''The guy on (the Carroll student) gave already knew abour [the theft] and had been and 9 p.m. on Feb. 25. 
As h-e ·attempted to ~rgp the fjght, one of him one more good kick to the head," Davis looking for me all day." . "llooke9 outside to see how much snow 
the men left the scene, stalinghe:~(a.s &.!?ing said. The Carroll student "was on his hands According to reports verified by the had fallen and I just happened to notice that 
back to his car to get a gun. The cafwali ~.~nd I:alees, I bent over and grabbed him and Univ.ersity Heights· Police Department, my car was missing," Vidican said. 
parked in the Su10wski fire-lane. rushed. him' into.the!blii.)ding." • · ~ · police suspected that a car had been stolen Strangely enough, police also suspected 
''l'didn ' t really care," Davis said. "Be- After Davis had both Carroll students in from John Carroll parking lots when a car this theft before it had been reported. 
cause it was one Jess p~rson to deal with." the building, he returned outside to find the was abandoned in the library Jot with its "We were 15 minutes behind the thief," 
. Meanwhile, Davis had· separated the Cleveland man holding the gun aimlessly. engine running. In tl}e parking spot next to said Detective Sergeant James B. Rohal. 
combatants, ushering the two Carroll stu- "I said 'The security is on its way, get the the abandoned vehicle, shatt~red glass. arid ''We .had. trac!<~<! this suspe~t all the way . 
dents into Sutowski HaiL One of rhe Car- · See·GUJ).JPOINT, P.age s.:·.-. . - splotches of blood· were found by campus See 11HEFf.; page~ · 
Coll_lin' Through 
JCU Students make-- light of the snowy front lawn. 
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Four Jo.hn C~rroll 
wrestlers· t-o compete in 
national tournament 
Mike Warbel 
Slott Reporter 
Four John Carroll University wrestlers are on their way to the 
big time this weekend, the national tournament. 
Matt Colucci, Jason Kessen and. SE;an 'i>ellerite will be 
making their first appearance. Chris Connelly will be in his 
third straight tournament. Connelly qualified automatically in 
the !58 pound class with his championshi,e a11as~ wee~end's 
Ohio Athletic Conference tournament. Th~:ot~er$·t$)Qk,seco.nd 
at the OACs and are going on the voteofconferencecoac)ie$,a,qg :· 
the strength of their season-long records. · .: :.· 
Sophomore$ .Colu<;ci and Kessen have paced the Strea~ · 
matmen aJl;y.ear .- C9lu<;ci (25- 12) has been ranked as high as 
second in the ~at.ion ·!his year. He went undefeated 6-0 at the 
rugged·Divj.si~n ID d~als and was the lone Blue Streak cham-
pion auhe·dhio Norther~ Tourname.o!· . · , · · _ 
' ... • t •• .: ~ • • ~? • ~ .. 1 
Kessen (29" 12) ~.as been the. I eader in the.wi n.cai~gory fo_n the 
Streak~ all y~ar·; He h115.done some of l:iis b_es't-wrestling (\gil_in?t 
Divisio~ ~ oppQ!lents: He won five of the se¥en· matches·at1d 
. place,d fo'urth at the West Virginia Op.en )n Nov.embei··. fn the· 
Florida Q~,JaJs:o.\!~1' Chrisn")laS break he·w~nt 4:0 ~yi~h two: pins, 
. ' ~. . ~· . : s'eEfWRESTLE88-; page 6 .. 
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[iJ ommentary 
The story Americans 
never heard 
l]lditorial 
r:££ L So Sf\ 'FE' AT 
C.~"RRoLL KNOWIN(; {HJ(f' 
C:.RIME: OCCUR.S ON (H!S 
CAM PuS. 
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The essence of fear; 
the definition of bravery 
Imagine yourself in an RA trammg course, learning about how to be a role model, a 
programmer, an administrator, a counselor and a disciplinarian. 
On November 8, 1991 a black man Now imagine yourself a year later staring down the cold, hard ~tee! of a gun barrel, into the 
diell in an oltcrcation with three white eyes of a stranger who holds your li fe in his hands. Even as you hear the security guard ten ymds 
Detroit po lice orlicers. That man was away rushing to the scene calling for back-up on his radio, you ask yourself what brought you 
Malice Green. 
As a result or Malice Green's death , to this position. Even as you see the frightened perpetrators tak.ingtlight into the darkness,you 
J th H fl 
the two men convicted of killing Green, do not breathe until you hear the car squeal into the shadows. When you take that first breath, 
on a on o ey . . . . . f . . th fi b h f 1' ~ 
JVIornc:lgir:~g;EdJt~t.--s;"' •. ~S.iC£ll~ .. ~oi):.;. .. ~_QJ~ex,s_ N.;ye.rs and .Jt IS a~~- 1~ 1s. ~. r st reat o your l!e. . 
L;_,.-~~Z·~· E::::TI~-·~· ·~· ~-:~~u@ P\~~'n'0~_](~jW~~en~sl · -· · Jj(~~';a1~~l'~~ess~.a~h'alv.ient· tb.r.Qlug~ ~h~1 mi.J;lci• ~f'~.ri€\n' aa¥iS,·.,, as 9e .s~.~pply. Lrjed 19 
forAmurdcr. fuifiii his duTies HS an RA on~ito'WSK'i~hrsf'f1{$'()fancfordiittj5~e act'i()n ot1i'h"~:ri'tercafi'on 
utopsy results showed I hat Grc~:n uit:d of utlcasl 14 hluw;; to . . 
Lhe head that lore off part of his scalp. Connicting reporrs ex- that occurre~ on Fnday, Fe~ruary.2S as peacefully and l:armlessly as poss1b!e. 
plained that a heart attack caused by excessive levels of narcoLics The secunty guard who f!fst arnved on the scene and p1cked up where Davis left off, .Tecr~ 
in Green's blood was Lhe cause or death. Metzenbaum, might be expected to kl)OW how _to l)anc:J!e a·s.itu~q£>.!f9~·this:sot.kVet,.,.wno'wohld 
Regardless of the true cause of deaLh or whether the officers walk directly into the crowd of onlooker's ·and·uino' fu'e~ass'ill~uits:- follow them to their car and 
were right or wrong, this story failed to get any national auenLion. call. in a description of them and their car without ever breaking stride. Even the hardiest of 
Despite the efforts of Pearl Jam's "W .M.A." and Rage AgainsL 
The Machine's "Killing in the Name" this monumental case 
remains a void for most Americans. But why? 
The sad but true fact with the Green case was that it wasn' t 
sensational enough for the American media. It wouldn't get the 
ratings or the readers that the Rodney King story did. Arter all, 
there wasn't any home video tape to show all of Amerie<t. Or 
should I say, !here wnsn 'La thirly second segment or video to sian I 
the opinions of250 million Amerieans. 
As the families ofGreen,Nevers and Budzyn suffered through 
the five week trial in the Summer of 1993, our country was still 
drowning itself in a wave of Rodney King guilt and anger. 
Policemen and 0ouards might hesitate to assess the situation and take the chance of losin0° the 
aggressors. 
Then there is the case of Jason Coles, a JCU freshman and bystander who gave up his own 
safety by diffusing the situation as he talked down the antagonists, after they bad pulled the 
weapon, until help arrived. 
· What is it abou t these people that gave them the courage and strength to stand up for the 
innocents involved and diffuse the proverbial bomb by taking on roles and responsibilities that 
were neither asked nor expected of them? 
The Green trial was one filled with racial tension . At one point, 
.~ .• :-: .,;:::: ~~J:~li>r?ce~~Xngs were~t~osrconsi~ered ,a mistrial because pans of 
:':f.;;,:f'~;! ~· t.h~i"sWov.il;r'~if0:a~colm· X'" were accidentally shown to the jury 
·-._,,.,., .. ·· · W~\iJe.\~ey;v.ier~.seq~esterca . . A!l this tension and grief, ana so few 
At'Tfe'irc'iinsi~ne~: ·· !. • • · · . , • 
What exactly went through their minds to enable them lO put aside the fear that would 
pa1:alyze any person to the point of inaction? 
These questions may never be answered, even by the persons thetpselves,·but-.be·y;iiJing.to 
bet that if they were put in the situation again, they would act; -as t·hey dict :·wlth evet'ytiYing bot ·· 
their own welfare in mind - that'is' the d~~Rnition of'brav~l~y·. . , 
:·:· . -
j;~~.~;~J 
ft;sJ.···· 
. ~..: 
The Malicc·Green case is one that should have affected Ameri-
cans and police officers nationwide. Judge Crockett, the Detroit 
judge who presided over the Malice Green trial proved that police 
officers are no longer immune to scrutiny and especially, guilt. 
The Malice Green case angered his family, tore apart the 
families of Nevers and Budzyn anu lcrt the City of Detroit shakrng 
in anticipation of a senseless riot. 
In every aspect, the Green case wns the opposite of rhe Rodney 
King alTair. A city expected 10 riot. Detroit , did not: two white 
police officers lost their jobs and are now in jail, and a young black 
man is now dead. .. 
1 
· While Rodr)ey King continues to drive drunk, and the four 
oflicers accused of beating him make money on talk-shows, the 
families of Malice Green, Walter Budz.yn and Larry Nevers wil l 
suffer for years to come. And more importantly, no one in 
America will know. 
Guns, crime and the John Carroll reaction 
Only two days before the Brady Law went into effect, a gun was pointed Sutowski 
Residence Assistant. ·Only 14 months before the Brady Law wem into effect, Jon Killian 
brought a loaded gun to campus and laid it down in from of [he Belvoir Guardhouse. Only 17 
months before the Brady Law went into. effect, a gun was used in the robbery o( the JCU 
Bookstore. 
At the same time, a survey conducted by The Carro)! News reveals rbat 81 percent ofrhose 
surveyed do not believe that they will be a victim of crime while at JCU. Ol'those surveyed, 
88 percent stated that they walk alone at night, and just 5 percent said they had ever used the 
24 hour, seven day a week escort service provided by the university . 
JCU students needs to wake up and use the services of security which have been provided 
to them. We do not need to be frightened; it is not necessary that we cower. But we must be 
aware and we must be smart. This is the way LO prevent crime. 
Miss: People who leave there trays on the tables in the cafeteria. We've been through this 
before, bul it seems to continually occur. In case you didn't know, that conveyor belt thing, in 
the midule of the cafeteria, that's for you to put your dishes on. Hit: Fchrunry's linally over, 
Miss: Fr9zen milk in the Inn Between. Maybe turn the freezer down . 
T he Carroll News, March 3, 1994 FORUM 
Dave•s Mom: bringing 
cocoa to the world 
.Kevin JoseQI.LBiaG._s,..· ____ _______ _ 
Forum Writer 
Katarina Witt, Oksana Baiul, Dan Janson, Bonnie 
Blair. Tommy M oe and Nancy Kerrigan. 
Mention of these people assume91y fosters thoughts or 
sponsmanship. dedication, admiration and even tragedy. 
The world watches these overachievers accomplish antl 
sometimes fall short of their dreams. 
Unfortunately, these clrettms have traditionally been 
tainted by redundant commentary und interviews. Journal-
ists interrogate the Olympic Champions about thei r private 
lifestyles und history. 
We watch and listen to cxper!s and former Olympic 
Champions cri tiquing contenders' performances. Well, the 
1994 Winter Olympic experience was different. It had an 
added delight, an extra charm, a nair that could only come 
from one type of person, a Mom. · 
I applaud Dave Leuerman for introducing his Mom to 
the world. Let's think about Dave' s mom for a moment. A 
non-sophisticated, wholesome person unaiTcctcdly thrust 
into world fame by her son. 
She wa!; not the average commentator. she threw out 
the traditionaltntervicwing styles that we arc accustomed 
to. She never used dircctctl questions intending self-
disclosure past thccomf"Mt z.onc of" the interviewed. Imag-
ine that. ;1 natiomd interviewer with tact! Dave's mom 
exhibited a sense of genuine warmth and tenderness to the 
telev ision. 
This chnrming in<lividunl questioned Nancy Kerrigan 
abou t sweaters and shopping in Norway whi le insisting 
that Nancy '·have a cup of cocoa!" She wns more than a 
reporter on the tube, she was a mom on location in Norway. 
She inspired us to look beyond the glitz of these superstars 
that we elevate to super humans. She presented the 
complex in human " mom'' tem1s. Thanks. Dave, for 
introducing me to your mom. 
r.~t -....:·~ ·. '! . 
~tt~f.iUp;~t!iP:g volunteer experienc_es teach, 
;i~~~~~::rc'~&~e to embrace b~essings of ·-.if~ . 
Michelle Macaluso 
Copy Editor ·• 
... .. . .tfow~).!L~t I ·a~.· d_ s~nj_or, I . spend· a...o,' ··"··· .. ,.~_,,.,~r.''d 
. reminiscing about the past fou 
~~i.~~~~~-~~~-~~~~~~~~~m~y~~!s~ome of their lives have been. 
is the time I have spent doing volunteer work. Subsequently, I realiz.ed how easy my life had been 
When 1 came to John Carroll, I was a very naive girl Mel how much I had t~tken for granted. l reali1.ed just 
··;~ ;lio tiad led a sheltered life in my hometown. l had seen 
· homeless people down 
p'ofp~ople seeme(ho·be"onethat was in 
,._~ir~ 1~e~ ?.f ~0~1passion and people to provide services. 
~~~~JJ., .. _. •• ' 
who would love to be able to walk, regardless of ihe 
weather. 
letters to the editor 
Team member criticizes Swim 
Championship coverage 
To the Editor : 
3 
I would like to congratulate the 1994 John Carroll Swim 
Team for doing such an awesome j ob at the championship 
meet during February 17th, 18th Hnd 19th. 
Unfortunately the article written in the2/24/94 CNabout 
the swim team was extremely negative. It made it sound 
like everyone on the team was a complete failure . This 
up$ets me hecnusc there were many fantastic accomplish-
mems tltnt I feel have been overlooked . For example, 
sophomore Michelle Saunier broke both the l 00 and 200 
backstroke records and was a member of both winning 
medley relays. And freshman Jeff Jurgens was one o f 
several o;wimmers who won every event he was entered in. 
I know it is impos!\ihlc to name every member of the 
teutn in an anic le, but what I found confusing is why the 
author took so much ~race Jepicti1lg things that went 
wrong for certain swimmers when he could have used that 
space to commend tho~c swimmers for the awesome things 
they achieved. Yes, Er ic Rapp lost the 100 backstroke. but 
he came back strong the next evening ·and won the 200 
backstroke with a time that shauered his old record. And 
yes, Marin Montalbano missed national cuts, but she also 
crushed her old record in the 50 free and was a member of 
four winning relays. 
1 know that a few good things were mentioned, but 
overall I feel a terrible impression of the kind of tearn we 
actually are was given. Besides the fact that we won, the 
team came back from some upsets and dominated not only 
the scoreboard, but also with phenomenal support for each 
other and outstand ing sportsmanship toward the other 
teams. For these fctHS that I have mentioned, ! would once 
again like to congratulate my teammates for prevail]ng 
through a 10ugh season. 
Sara Mitchell 
C lass of I 995 
Effort i~ r~quired for success in different types of relationships 
Jennifer Shaffer 
Forum Writer 
Throughout my four years at Carroll I have observed 
people imeracting in different types of relationships. 
Friendships and romantic encounters begin constantly here 
and the people involved in these encounters need to accept 
the responsiblities that come with forming these bonds. 
Some people stri ve to be the best kind of person they 
possibly can. They go out of their way for their friends. 
They listen, advise, and stick up for the people they have 
forged lasting relationships with. 
Other people auack their supposed friends by cuuing 
them down, judging them for their actions, or accusing 
them of not being a good enough friend. College students 
are busy and they may not be able to devote a lot of attention 
to their friends but that doesn't mean they don ' tcare. Good 
friends are hard to find and we must accept them for whai 
they are, not for what they are not. 
People usually become friends because they have com-
mon interests but in some cases two opposites are thrown 
together and. become friends out of necessity. Regardless 
of the circumstances for becoming fri~nds, respe~Uhose 
:. _, ~ • ' •!. . • ~ •· •. 
Good friends are hard to find, and we 
must accept them for what they are, 
not for what they are not. 
• 
relationships. At John Carroll we need to trust our friends 
and respond to their needs if we ever want the world to be 
a better place. 
Romantic relationships are also present on this campus. 
Some people I knpw truly work at the relationships in 
which they are involved. They may go through hard times 
but they work out their problems because they know it is 
worth working out. 
. Others quit before the relationship actually gets started. 
One argumen t or difference in opinion ruins the whole 
affair., . Why ,c~p' t peopl_e bc,:cqme friends and let their 
,rclatio~s,hip.~ <gn~·w (~gm)here?_. . .. " , ,, .... 4. " ~. . . ~<OJ,~ .. ~ • •• ,._ t- + •....._ . >'#'.. .. ~ ! • ' 
- I-have nolig.ep·t)1at~a.~l0.t.oP.~0p~e1n_>; i!g~s-~eJ-;1}q;b.e~~n:~r1dt . 
end romantig r~lationships.-mo~'ciften~a~:f~e;.~qqi~)i_{;,-: 
laundry. .. · . .r-~., ... , . 
We learned from our elders to just quit a "relationship·if-
itgets tough.Ifwe want to knockdown the national divorce 
rate of 49 percent we need to stop taking the easy way out 
and try to solve our disagreements instead of running away 
from them. 
I am not saying that the first person we date should 
become our spouse or that you can not have fun in college 
but when you enter into a relationship take responsibility 
and respect the other person involved. 
Sun- fast- ic Student 
Tanning 
Special 
20°/o Tanning Salon -~ WE'RE SETIING THE TREND 
OTHERS WILL FOLLOW .. . 
fft~UlOUS 6 sss;~~~~ for 
10. Monday-Friday 9-8pm Saturday 9-5 • Sunday 10-2 Ct Tftn 27900 Chagrin at Brainard 
· ·ATANNING&NAILSTUDI059l- 1 050 
0 IN 0 PALMIERI MUST SHOW STUDENT I.D. REGULAR PRICE 
salon SERVIcES ONLY. CALL FOR AN APPOINT· .. . ME I'll. WITH ONE OF OUR SELECT STYLISTS . 
"-:---
CEDAR & GREEN 
' 
381-77·73 
SOLON 248"L88J0 
," GREAT LAKES MALL -255-4888 
Stutftrlt Specio( 
10 'fans for $35 
10% Discoun1 on other p:~ckages 
381-0888 
4449 Mayfield Road. Soulh Euclid 
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Education has become a system of grades, not learning 
Marv Anne Soltis 
Assistant Forum Editor 
Once upon a time people were driven by a curiosity to 
understand the world around them. Some people were 
driven to learn about their world in order to acquire things 
which would make their life easier or more comfortable. 
As time went on. people began taking the study of their 
world to new levels. As the M iddle Ages approached, the 
interest in learning increased in such a way that universities 
came imo existence. A man by the name of I gnatius of 
Loyola, influenced by his own university studies and 
having a desire to give glory to God, encouraged the men 
who had become his companions to give glory to God 
through the education of themselves and others, that they 
might be beuer able to serve God. Because of all of these 
things (and many more), John Carroll exists today. 
The question I propose is " Why does John Carroll 
exist?" This is not in the existential sense of " why are the 
buildings here?", and it's not in the philosophical sense of 
"For what purpose does anything exist?" The question is 
a pedagogical one- what is the purpose of education? 
What motivates us to learn? The natural curiosity is 
gone for many of us, and we live from test to test. dreading 
the next one. We put off studying until the last possible 
moment , hoping to cram as much information as possible 
intoourhrains 10 get hy on the tesL We hope thauhegrades 
on the tests and papers which we earn wi II be enough to get 
us by in our classes. with grades that will be good enough 
to satisfy our parents, graduate schools or future employ-
ers. We expect to get the grades we "have always gotten." 
We arc categorized by our grades: "I am an A student," ··r 
am an average student, with an occasional A or B." M ost 
of us think that our grades should reflect things like effort 
or participation. Rarely do we care i f our grades are not 
accurate reflections of what we know-- all we want is to get 
that A. 
So, why go to school at all? Is i l merely an exercise in 
acquir ing grades? Do we really expect to learn something 
that will be applicable to our li ves after college? Do we just 
go through the motions of school, waiting until we com-
plete our·" degrees in order to actually learn something we 
might use? Just because we have A's on our transcripts 
docsn 'l mean we arc capable or performing as those grades 
would indicate: after almost three years in the education 
program in which l earned A's in 6 of 1 classes, 1 stepped 
into a classroom this semester and felt unable to even begin 
teaching. What do all those A's reflect? My A's renect 
nothing more than an ability to regurgitate fa<.:ts and write 
verbose reflections which ror some reason impress pro-
fessors. The knowledge I possess is minimal and certainly 
not rellected in my grades. 
St. Ignatius would have desired that we complete our 
studies in order that we may serve God with the knowledge 
we acquire. Perhaps i t is unrealistic to have such lofty 
ideal s in mind at every moment, but we might all be a l i tt le 
bit happier i f our classes were actually geared toward 
learning for the sake or learning. 
Cheer leading: a spor t just like any other 
When I was younger, I loved to go to school, partly for Tara K. Meyer much to them. This is much like the football and basketball 
social reasons, but mostly because I l iked to learn things. Forum Writer players who play a game with a sprained ankle or a pulled 
Sure, a lot of things were tedious and some things were An athlete must train intensely. He or she must life groin. 
dqwnright boring."but for the most part things were new weights. do aerobics, and continue year round to be in the However, what if the checrlcading squad does not 
and ?ecauseofthat fact,they were pretty exciting. Reading physical shape necessary for their sport. An athlete uses compete? Does it then become demoted to the _ambiguous 
was something I did for fun in my spare time (I used to have skills like coordination, team effort, and precise timing. He title of club or activity? I think not. Most would agree that 
spare time!). I don ' tthink everyone had lhis experience of or she sweats hard (not perspires) and keeps a focus on the weighllifting is a sport. whether in competition or simply 
learning as being interesting, but I once did. I am sad to goal. to get in shape. (I'd like to see someone tell a professional 
report that I no longer have much desire to learn. After Wi th these things il) mind, it is hard to understand how weight-lifter that he or she is not engaging in a sport.) 
more than fifteen years of schooling, l am experiencing someone cannot see that cheerlcading is as rigorous a sport Likcw!se, if a basketball player shoots hoops by himself for 
learning burn-out. 1 have simply stopped wanting to learn as any other. The New American Webster Dicrioll(ll)' an hour in the gym, b he or she not longer engaging in a 
under the burden ofmill ionsofliulcassignmcnts that seem defines a sport in the fol lowing way: "an outdoor or athletic sport bc<.:ausc he is not shooting tn win or lose, but perhaps 
meaningless. Tests require the memorization ofbi ll ions of pastime." Checrlcacling is outdoor. indoor, and athletit:. out ofhore<lorn or desire J'or act:uracy? I think mosL would 
minute fac ts that can somehow be assembled to fi t into the Many woulcl contend that cheerlead ing is not a sport agree that a lone basket hall player is ~till pluying the sport 
larger scheme oft he universe, but rare] y is that integral step because there is no competi tion involved. Cheer leaders do of basketball. 
required in these halls of higher learning. Schoolbook not w in or lose a game. they might argue, as the basketball So. you sec. checrlcadi J1g is a spor t. Perhaps it is just 
learn ing seems ullerly detached from the world around us. or football players do. because I am a cheerleader and am touchy on this subject, 
Learning. as it was ror our early ancestors who sought to However, cheerleaders do go to competition - and but the idea thalcheerleading is j ust for fl uffy. happy girls 
understand the world around them, has given way nlmost anyone who docs not think that the competitors are not is out of date. Cheerleading' is for tough, athletic, coorcli-
entirely to a semi-meaningless learning, w ith bits of cunhroat should watch the level of intensity wi th which the nated. focused and intelligent youqg \Y.omel}. I t's about 
kn~wh.~.dge COf\glomeratipg_ in qur brains, UQ<jttach~lJ tQ cheerleaders compete.It is commonplace 10 see cheerlead- time thtll the hard work and training that goes into 
:;~:e~Pfiicn~·~· ; ;., ~ , ·, ....  #~, · .-. :;. ·. ;-_ ~j,l' ~ r_-- -· · • :.. c-. · · ellS.w itli· fultfleg bt~(}~~s.t,iJlLe.Omf:l.e~:b.~~.a~seJ~'~;{!ns. Jl\a.t, ·Cheerhe.a.d,i_pg, all xcar rqund gets some respect. 
~---.---· · u:s. society enCourages .a-·nera· ';m~ril6nt:Y ·~ :rrt: a:ve,Ydtty-:rftt:! 
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Justin A. Kopczak The herd mentality hjlS many homes, one being the While both players were certainly the masters of Lh,!!i.r 
ForumWriter ' -
The United States is frightfully exhibiting a move to 
increased collectivized activity. From education to athlet~ 
ics·and)'Joliiic.s, !be."herd'' mental i ty domimiies' the minds 
of too m11n.Y Afl1ericans. · 
education establishmen~ where ~~group W9jec;~s·~ are ~n- r~Sf?<!Ct jve sp.or~s, Jheif. a~j~!ie~·w.e(~:JiLe,we,<!. p~J!J)ijr,ily').j n 
creasingly popular. The rational_!! for.su$b~~sjgnm.ents),s. .. ? th_e~UgQt' i)pepl~cti~~ . ac(Jtevement?' Though both can 
that Students, while working together'tow~rd~<i1orn r'{l dn . nghtfuli~ attribuie iheir success to natural ability refined 
goal, learn •valuable interpersonal skills that wi ll aid them by considerable' practice, their appraisal as athletes was 
in l ife and on the job. based on the performance of lesser-skilled players. 
The herd .mcntality .embraces group acllvtty · as the 
grea~~s t means of human interaction and achievement. 
While masquerading as " teamwork" or ' 'cooperation," it 
promotes the destructive idea that collective action super-
sedes any individual accomplishment. 
Such!! system is unj ust and reprehensible insofar as one The herd mentality is particularly manifest in this nation's 
is not rewarded solely for the labors of his own mind. The currenl poli tica l system. Since the introduction of anti- trust 
better students.' grades are sandbagged hy the lesser contri- laws in the I 800's, the trend in legislation closely follows 
butions of poorer students, while, conversely, poorer stu- 'The Road to Serfdom," about which economist Friedrich 
dents are gracect with higher grades they did not earn or von Hayek wrote. Laws arc made not to protect the rights 
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would not singularly auain. of life. liberty and property of individuals, but to promote 
Forcing students to work ~ogether does not the arhitrary interests of the· group. 
cr~ate a "collecliVf! brain" - a .. synergi.stic As citi7..ens have grown accustomed to being evaluated - - ~ ' . . 
. enii ty that yields better ideas'ihan ~ny of the by group performance, they value primarily the group's 
individuaJ.sworkin&sin$Hl£1r!y; .. Groupprojects welfare, however·abstracHlnd immeasurable such a stan-
do succeed, though, in wasting the t in'le of dard may be. I ndividual achievements are valued only i f 
better students by forcing them to motivate they arc perceived to benefit the collecti ve:and indi vidUal 
lesser ski lled students instead of actually rights·may be trample~ on if the "public good" is allegedly 
learning. ser.vcd. 
The message of group projet:ts is twofold: Groups draw out the common denominators in indi-
firs t. one's success in life depends on how well viduals and seek to squelch diffcrent:es. Team members 
he can finesse his colleagues into doing work, sacrifice their interests and their indiv iduality in the name 
and second, one's final worth is determined, of group interest. M any times groups become so rigid and 
partially, .if 'not totally. by 'h<?\v .h~'inter~cts stagna!Jt !hat members are all of the same mindf'ramc- a 
wi.th'others (regard)ess of,~h'e)her tbose·-"oth{<',p~c~o'inenoQ Kn9wn as "groupthink"- i_n which novel!Y _ 
ers'' are· worth' interacting with). Neither con:.:-.~·ari~·or-iginrilil-y i1>: rare·: , ·. . .-
.' _:cep't• pfomotes~tlle• a.uainment ~f vir_tue as its . . , _G~9UJ?S .'<lrc; .sl~w, .reactionary, ~~d :stulti-fying. They 
;• " liighe~~ ~tandnr.d, ;-nor t ~j?· worih 'ofi-the indi".· 'ctfamP.!~n$f<~i s·~ve~c~ange, bli nd obedience over inquisi-
:. , , viCI~al acti11~ and a~hi~.vjrig (\ lone:. ,'{he,ability - ti~cryess; cont'onnity over creati vi ty. In societies where the 
, to••:win f~iends i!hd influence people" can be herd takes precedence over the indi vidual, oppression and 
· attained in a numoer of ways. Schools should suhj'ugation arc·nevcr fur away. 
concentrate on cognitive skills development. About seventy years ago, Russian autho( Yevgcny 
Likewise in the 1Hhletic venues of America, Z1rnyatin observed, "Heretics arc the only remedy ag~inst 
aplayer's n)eritisjudgcdnot solely byhisown the entropy of human thought." Yet. wnen he.~eties · likc · 
abilities, but on the perforrri·ance of the team. Socrates and Jesus and Galileo chose a path of iconoclasin 
Dur.ing the fi rst hal f of his career, basketball over p~1ss i v ity, they were persecuted. _ , 
star Michael Jordan was dis'c"redi ted as.umiblc Sadly. too mar)y.Ci ti zcns of the U.S. prefer the seCl!fl ~Y 
w bring his . re,t(m .a· ch.!JIJ1P\~n§jJip: Sin1il.arly, of being:a .~orn·rn.~n·h~rd n'len1b~r rath.er th«,~r·a.Js{ri!!; ~er9ic· 
'~· ~o~kqY, grctat Way~c Grct?:!<Y . w.a~ givei the ind_i vidual, ll)O~tly.J~.cause the. herd ,.r~,qyires n~ i.Jch lE!:ss _ 
. .. high'c~t·,;Praisc ror niaking~th(JJl' arOtind_ ~liill -_:-:effort ~and riskr LJ~rortu,n'atcly;"~udi preferences "retard 
bctt.er p l ;.tyc~s. ~· ; . -- ·· i'nnovation. sti fle irdi viduality. and invite tyranny_ 
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Not just 
another 
cop 
NEWS 
-. 
5 
work sticks out. Five years ago, he 
Installed an 8 tnillimeter video 
~amen1 on the dash of his patrol car. . 
"I have over 200 rolls of film from 
the last five years,'' said Simone. 
Simone explained that the camera 
has helped him obtain an extremely 
high conviction rate. 
Ofthe next five people currently 
on Death Row in Ohio, Simone put 
thrceofthcm there . Hedestrihedhis 
re<u.:tion 10 one of the convicts that 
now races the clt:ctric clwir. 
·This particular guy we arrested 
hnd kil led a girl and then raped her," 
)..9...DQttw_n __ li9fley _ Simone said . '·He i~ a real sicko. 
Manog1ng Editor \Vhe.nthey hro~tg.hlhim in. I went up 
To many All1cri<.:att!', crime and drugs arc out of control. ... to his raee and to ld him.· Right when 
h~hu n ,mhu\' "-
bUl there is one Ch.:veland police officer who i:~ doing what Simone, the toughest cop in America !hey sit you down in that chair and 
he can to slow i t all down. just before they putt he patches over 
On Friday, February 25 , Sgt. Jumcs Simone, 4·5, or the closed in on u suspic ious doset. your eyes. look through that gh;s, nnd the last imagc t.hat 
lhc Cleveland Police Depanment 's second district gave<) '·I opened the closet, the guy jumped ou t. plllthe gull tO you will see he fore you go 10 hell wi ll he my smiling.J'~ce· ... 
lecture entitled, "Good Guys, Bad Guys." sponsored by my face· unci bang:· said Simone. The bulle~ entered hi:; ~imonc Hlso Coll)mc.ntcd on gttn con trol. Ac<.:(Jrding to 
JCU Psychology Club. race, hit H cheekbone and exiled the hack or his hcnd. The Simone, gun control. ·'can 't he done." 
Simone hLis been a J'e;.Hurcd speaker in Dr. Thomas assailant then !ihOt Simone' s two partner:-; <U point blank ·'It ' s not the gunthnt' s killing someone, it's the person 
Evans' Violence and Aggrc..o;sion c lasses f'or c lose l1> a range, Bleeding from a 111<\ssivc head wound ~\ n(l clinging behind it , said Sin10ne. 
clet:ade. 10 ' lil'e. Simone shot the Ac:corc.l.lng to Simone, "The ~eluti on i<; not gun control, 
' Though Evans cut hi s crirninll l dead. it' s people controL In order ror a criminal to be reformed, 
introductionofSimoneshon . '·My anger is whal kept he must be sorry for whnt he h<ls done," 
he did mention Sitll()nc's Hit's a different kind of mentality me ali ve" said Simone. Evans has known Simone for 15 years and in thaltimc, 
appearances on the television Six months I ater. Evans has expericncet1 the "street life" during his many 
shows. " COPS" <lncl '·Top OUt there, you need a policeman Simone was back on the nights he has ridden with him. 
Cops··. his many like Jimmy Simone to address streets. ·'ws" dl ilercnt kinu or mental ity out thea:. you need a 
commendations and awards Despite being shot, policeman l ike Jimmy Simone 10 address that kind of 
from his two tours of duty tn that kind of mentality'' stabbed, burned and run 111Cil lality," SHid Evan:;. 
Vietnam, his numerous state over hy " tar during his Af10r a l'cw nights on the street with Simone, Evans 
and local a wards and· Dr. Thomas Evans can::er. Simone s:tiJ, ··r am le:lrned that on the street, ' 'respec t is first gained out of 
commendationsforhispolice as enthusiastic tOday as J fear.' ' 
work in Cleveland over the was 22 years ago when I According to E.va(l~, lh~ big problem on the streets js, 
last 22 years. started. Jf there was nn Olympics for cops, hopefully l "people react before rhey think:u• ·F()r Jhat.ex~c·t rca~9n, 
Simone's darkest day in his years or service came Qn_e _ woulo be .a. gold medalist.'t .. according to Sinwne, ''I assume·e.veryone niui a gun 'until I 
morning while he w~~. gff,;:d~uw.~ -=-·;.;-·"~: ·~-/: . V' ;. '":~d-.:- ~ .... -,' ·.T.Jie~Jnos( i'in~on:ani quality that a police officer can know they don 't." 
-·' :\ ::At~&J.J1!1·ng:Gti¥Siln6ne tle was driving in his car near the possc~s. according to Simone, is C\)lltr(>f. Thoug_h Sill\\)!\C hdil'VL'S lh:ll ;\)!).!.l'~s,;inn :Ill< I t\~ar ;\fl' 
-- • · · ·_scene of an armed robbery when he rc.sponJcd to a call on ·' I r I h;tvc cn)lli'Lll 111' ~~ situation, I huv..: a tread~. ,W\)11," . Jl~t:~SSil!~X ~!J.J,.\Q..IJJ!!JI,lWt~;;.\J.ue~,.)iv.qJ.l~~c.pmment~jJin~m~ : . ,'1-<" :· , -. 
h. •d' , Lf d 'C <>A 10&:: .,..jf. -,11 · ;,.'cl~t~' ' .;,> .... ~~"'-'">· ·~·~-> · ,_ •. _, .~friJO~-· " ""'"'" "-.~ :_~ ~ m l.1 c:'lf<C?I( ;; •'> t:~ iJ' ,HJi>'d =·...>!!,; • • ~ • ~ .. _, -~• -L .,;,":~., ';' ~--~<1,: .,.,,.,. . ~s .f~~~_.-:'it~.~~./~w;?;~~~~ll~~·~Jll<!~~E~~ ..... j,\)tw:~d't~ 7 _.,~~~~~~:~>:!-,~.~~<;l~lj.i9.~:V~tp.~~W-!~tt't~~~W ~~fJ,I.f' f~ :~s ... ~I!~PJ~~~R~~:"?,t&a.t.g!-U~~P~'Yr-~;- ·' ·""'~; ~,_,, .. .. ' o -~ i,;:-1'~: :~-..,'. ;J,_;; , ... _ ··2 ,_: 
. . roBbery- :Suspect infu the· 5asemenf' of a Cleveland area want'niin ro Clo, tlie' dangef is -reduced." ' According to Evans, "Jinnny is one of the nicest guys · 
church. Checking all of the rooms, the officers finally Simone is unique in many ways but one aspect of his you' ll ever meet," 
BiU Nave saved these 
/<ids from drowning, 
but he's not 
a lifeguaTd. 
Verleeta Wooten found 
several . 
but she's 
an astronomer~ 
'These are 
teachers. But 
to the kids-they reach, 
they j re heroes .. 
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If you didn't sign up for ROTC as a 'By the time you have graduated from 
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ENTERTAINMENT 7 
Outta Hand: extemporaneous and extraordinary 
Ri_ck_Wi_lsoD_ 
Stoff Reporler 
"Different." That's how many 
members of the C:.ISI or The Ouua 
Ham.J lmprov Troupe descr ibe 
their show. Don 't Try This m 
Nome, appearing this Friday and 
Saturday in MJrincllo Lillie The-
Ill rc at R p.m. 
The troupe, made up of seniors 
Luura Bell and Maria Miraglia. 
j unior Joe Grieco, and sophomores 
Neil Ryan and Melissa Tilk prom-
ise a unique show from any other 
type of thcaire produ~.:ed here at 
John C<u-roll. 
In what could almost be called 
virtual reality theatre, the improv 
show relics heavily upon audience 
pan icipation. Audience members 
arc often asked for ideas and 
suggesiions wl~ich give direction 
to the cust members on stage. 
''The audience has more or a 
say in where the show goes," said 
Tilk. ''What the audience sees is 
their choice," said Ryan. 
"We expect something differ-
ent from the audience," said Bell. 
Characters are formed and shaped 
from audience input. ''It 's an ac-
tive show. If Lhey want to be 
entertained they have to work for 
it. We' re not separated. We [the 
actors] deal directly with them." 
''It's a totally different type of 
theatre," said Miraglia. What 
makes improv so unique and dif-
fcrent is that with no director or 
script. the audience' s ideas arc 
tmnsl'ormcd and created on swgc 
hcforc their eyes. Bell added. 
" The audience makes us who 
we arc,'' said Miragl ia. 
Bringing an improv show to 
John Carroll has been the brain-
child of the students involved. Bell 
said the improv 
idea came 
about through a 
void in propos-
als 1\H' thc Lillie 
Thc<~tf'C 
Sl>ciety's Fall 
Production. 
Since the-
atre 1 i me was 
already re-
se rved, )he 
Hold the Script 
show was gen-
erated and con-
sisted of two 
s tud e nt-eli-
rectcd script 
the minds or students, not l'at·-
ully.'' said Tilk. 
J n I':Jct, there ism irilri1i1l facully 
involvement and most of the plan-
ning and implementation is car-
ried out hy the uctors. Students 
run the show from stnn to finish, 
said Tilk. The students involved 
wanted it had enough, have seen it 
readin gs, one The Outta Hand lmprov Troupe 
fully prepared 
one act play and three improvisa-
tional skits. 
In the second of their perfor-
mances since formation, the troupe 
will again take the stage. All ac-
lors, except Grieco, are returning 
veterans. 
" I am particularly proud of thi s 
show because it was generated in 
through and are all dependent upon 
each other in making the show a 
success, said Bell. 
Tilk describes a " neat feeling" 
in being a part of an improv show 
hccauseofthe uniqueness the show 
carries. 
She udded that the Communi-
cation Department produces only 
music;~l s and plays; so bringing an 
improv show to campus give stu-
dents m1 opportuni ty to sec some-
thing out of the ordinary. " It's 
something that's not done too of-
ten,'' said R:yan. " .It 's yet another 
aspect of the theatre.': he said . 
Returning actors say Hold the 
Script show was so well rccci vcd 
that it en -
couraged 
the troupe's 
survival. II 
ove r so ld 
tickets for 
both per-
formances 
in the fall. 
All fi vc 
actors have 
a distinctive 
rapport 
with each 
other and 
play off 
each other 
fJovid Er.<l•'\0 we II' said 
T i I k . 
"There's a 
certain amount of chemistry," she 
said. Each person has his or her 
own individual strengths which 
make the troupe function. 
"There arc no rules,'' said 
Grieco. ''No safety nets," he ~;aid. 
"It's the one reason we've kept the 
troupe small," said Tilk. ''There is 
no.scriptto fall back on." 
A theatre crowd can anticipate 
having an enjoyable time with the 
troupe. 
Grieco said. ' 'Expect the un-
expected." 
Acting in such a show requires 
a cenai n t_ypc of actor. ,The people 
involved must he of a witty and _ 
quickcalibcr. They mustbequick 
on their reel and be able to keep a 
scene going. 
" It 's a lot of hard work, but 
fun," soid Miraglia. " At first I 
never knew how to do ill improv]; 
hut I learned . I thought having no 
script would he harder than hav-
ing one, but i 1' s fun i nthat you can 
be who you want-establish your 
own character and no1 be confined 
to a script.". 
Ti lk said becau~c of not having 
a script, there is a constant pres-
sure to beuniquc and creative at 
all times; there is no pressure to 
memorize lines. Bell echoed these 
thoughts in thai what is done on 
stage is created from scratch 
and nothing is defined prior to 
being on stage. 
Bell said being in an improv 
show has not on ly helped her as an 
actress but also in everyday situa-
tions. ' 'Jt's helped me think quick 
on my feet," she said. ··w e have 10 
work with the moment." 
''llike to make people laugh.'' 
said Miraglia. "If I can do that i t 
makes it worthwhile." . . 
AII 'JCU· Students. 
. ,_ ~· .•• .:: .. ' :-":- : j_ : . .. 
To meet with the board on March 5~ l994, at 
1:30 p.m. in Room AD 226 to discuss: 
"Ways to improve John Carroll University" 
Ifyou·have an idea on how to improve John Carroll University, 
save money, increase student participation or undergraduate 
spirit, the Board and.'t,eade:rs!llp Co~~ciLWOuld like t6 hear 
from you. This iS riOt a :••gripe•r:s~s~ipil but ~an, ~eSt 'endeaVor 
. i 
to improve.·~~~ ~ni~etsity·~ 
I 
' · 
! ' 
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Twentysomethings still aimlessly searching 
-·-
Jim Rutman 
staff Reporter 
your three troublcd yet hilarious 
friends. Or at least that is what 
Lelaina does. 
channel. ''He is the reason why 
Cliff Notes were invented," says 
Troy. Bur Michael means well, 
andhisawkward,yuppiecharmwins 
over the girl and consequently creates 
a tense triangle. 
popularcommercialsand morning 
cartoon theme songs. Troy is 
chiefly responsible for spewing 
clever retorts such as: ''It· s not 
like Mr. Roper is going to come 
barging in," 
"lt 's about people trying to find 
themselves without any role mod-
els or anythjng," explains Lelaina 
(Winona Ryder). It is about Gen-
eration X (a.k.a. 
Twentysomethings, Generation 
13, Post Babyboomers) and the 
search to find its elusive niche in 
our commercial-drenched society. 
It is about friendship. ridiculing 
all that is, and has been shallow 
and preposterous in the last 30 
years. No, it is not "Si.ngles li." It 
is Ben Stiller's romantic comedy, 
"Reality Bites." 
One is a nymphomaniac Gap 
manager and the other is a gay 
waiter. But the focal point is Troy 
(Ethan Hawke), the malcontent. 
He is a musician/philosopher and 
the product of the quintessential 
dysfunctional family. He drinks a 
lot of beer, smokes a lot of Camel 
Straights and spons the obliga-
tory indigenous goatee that is such 
an integral element of the proper 
grudge boy uniform (even if it is 
grown after the third shave). 
The majority of 
the s tory is ••• Reality Bites is 
and "Yeah, 
she's coo coo 
for Cocoa 
Puffs." 
devoted to the 
unfolding of ev- ostentatiously hip 
eryday reality. and it is overly 
Jobs are lost, ho-
Troy has a 
penchant for 
delivering 
brief but 
penetrating 
philosophi-
mosexuality is 
revealed, AIDS 
tests are taken and 
heartS are broken 
and mended. 
concerned with 
being savvy. 
What do you do if you are the 
valedictorian of.yo1,1r university's 
&raduating class? If you are an 
a~piring. film maker, you record a 
bare bones do'cumentary featuring 
Lelaina and Troy are friends 
with potential . Enter Michael (Ben 
Stiller). He drives a Saab and 
wears designer Italian suits. He is 
a nervous executive at ''In Your 
Face," an MTV-esque video 
Helen Childress, 23, wrote a 
screenplay that is saturated with 
pop~cultural satire. There are 
scores of allusions to situation 
comedies of the 70s and 80s, 
Alec Bladw-in stops a Getaway 
Christopher M. Green wifetodoanythingtogethimout. continue· with the money while 
Stoff Reporter He tells her to visit Jack Benyon being pursued by both Benyon's 
Living life on the run is far (James Woods), a local crime boss. boys, his partner Rudy, and his law. 
from enjoyable. For Doc and Carol Benyon has Doc released for the On top of all this mayhem sur-
McCoy,this is the way they make simple price of Doc's services in rounding them, Doc and Carol 
their living. And you better believe an upcoming dog track heist. He begin to argue profusely. Doc is 
they enjoy it. also makes an indecent proposal furious when he finds out how far 
Alec Baldwin and Kim toCarol. hiswifewenttogethimoutofjail. 
BasingerplayDocandCarol, who OnceDocisreleased,hedesires (This entire part was reminiscent 
make their living as professional only to complete this last job; and of "Indecent Proposal"). 
thieves. They Jove what they do. then he will retire from crime. He The original Getaway was 
That is all that matters. wants to be finished with this created back in 1972, starring 
Docisconvincedbyhissleazy lifeslyle.Thinkagain,Doc! Steve McQueen and Ali 
partner, Rudy (Michael Madsen), The filming of the dog track MacGraw. After 22 years, 
ca l apho-
risms. 
The dialogue too frequently 
dive~ges from meaningful ex -
changes and becomes a scrap book 
full of quotes for the young view-
ers to take home. This film is 
excessively aware of its target 
. audience and continuously seeks 
to reach it at the experience of plot 
development. 
The soundtrack is a very fitting 
mix of classic rock and modern 
alternative music. There are 
cameo appearances by Soul 
Asylum's Dave Pirner nod The 
~ , _ , \~, }'Y9~., a j~l;> . helein~.)'~~t,. a .. heist ~~~o_ne jVit,!l,"IJjgll_.i~t~nsi~y . Dqnaldson decides to use 
... J-o<t. MeMcan gaq 11 out 9f j'ai\1. B~"':: areateel &~rruW~"th'e ·expt'cis'"l~.fis: ~~01\~w.o~a''srtec.lln'Oleg~fail.a~~~·- . 
eryrhing goes nccoramg rcf"'rne an1l'~i'iflrtguing-lil'St'furffellts'.'4'n'6'<- ·-B'al<lwi'Wto 'remalte•tl'iis.;fi\'Tm~ -- ·-
plan, umil Docgcrsdoublecrossed en lire scene is hantllcd perlecrly Michael Mud sen plays his nc-
and is left to dry. Mexican police by director _!(oger Donaldson farious partner perfectly. l-{ejs.so 
officers surround him. Mean- (Cocktail, The Bounty). impulsiveonscreen.Hisrelentl~s 
while, hi~ partner, Rudy, is on his After the dog track heist is pursuit of Baldwin and'Ifasing~ 
way out of Mexico completely c_omp_lete, Doc and Carol find is.simply brilliant. MJld.~en is sho.t·-: . 
free. . . themselves in amontageofdouble several\imes, ana still continues 
Afterspending·a·year in a dirty crosses. This is not what Doc was to pursue his prey with a type of 
Mexi~anjail~ Doc pleads with his looking forward to. So on they vengeance like Michael Myers 
..-----------------.,..._-------- from ''Halloween." This is tl:le 
D ·UQ'UE$NE UNIVERSITY 
•' 
- .. . 
·· ~ --·;i:·~W.w-s FRl!M:THll.siu~~ 
;;.. ' • :. I' - ;_ - -
perfect role for Madsen- a sleazy, 
agg(essive criminal, as he played 
in "Reservoir Dogs." 
Baldwin and Basinger blend 
well together in this role of hus-• 
band and wife because of their 
d.istrust of.each o~her ... (MaY.S'f.lh~Y. . : ..
argue like this in .real'life., ' ' 
Director Roger Donaldson' does 
a'n excelient job in ·taking an old 
beat up script, and make it some-
what fresh and intelligent. 
Baldwin and Madsen are ex-
ceptional in Lhe film. They bring 
spark and enthusiasm to the film. 
Their not being in the original 
may have been why it was s~ bad. 
:... - ~ :·. - .., .· - . ! . . J -- - ~- - ~. ... "!1 
:.:• .. ~~,... l:~\-~ ... ~~ot{-1~-.Y:.'t"~.,:•· .. 't-, .. ~~~.,_-_ : .. . ""~\..u."'"~'"'~·~"J:<\ .. "0-.~:+.~4J· ... -.'-.\o'.."~.~ ·~5 .. .&.,.r.~·;--.'r·--·~· _ ... 
... . . 
---.. 
Lemon heads' Evan Dando. There 
is one particularly amusing ap-
pearance by Saturday Night Live's 
David Spade. But "Reality Bites" 
is ostentatiously hip and it is overly 
concerned with being savvy. At 
times there is so much media sat-
ire that it becomes a parody of 
itself. But even though the film 
suffers from an occasional iden-
tity c.risis, it remains clear that is a 
love story bel ween two characters 
who are on the road to consumma-
tion from the beginning. 
Okay, "Reality Bites" will not 
be lauded at Cannes, nevertheless, 
it retains many redeeming quali-
ties. The acting is solid and appro-
priately conveys a very light, en-
joyable wit. Even if there are a 
· few too many ironic, iconoclastic, 
slurs dispensed, many are worth 
remembering. 
So, is it unpredictable? No. 
Uniquely original? No. Enter-
taining? Yes. Worth seeing? 
Certainly. Still, one may wonder, 
is there really a need to classify, 
stigmatize, reinvent or define 
today's young people yet again? 
Probably not, but at least this time 
''our generation" is being labeled 
. ·
I 
... . 
The Carroll News, March 3, 1994 
Mtllor Orato·r 
lnform_alion 
The .Mill or .Orator speaks as the representative 
;,>,, .. for. .th'e Graduating Class at Commencement 
... .. 
The Millar Orator must be graduating in May 
Applications will be sent to each Senior 
and also .may be obtained in the 
Student Life Office 
9 
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March 28 beginning at 5pm in the 
Dean's Conference Room and 
March 29 beginning at 6pm in the 
.· > -' .: ::··~Dean's Conference Room 
,. . - -.. 
• ·'<t-
.,/ ·· ' ' . 
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Apathy at large: students, crime and JCU 
)Qhh R. TbQ.r.oe"----
Crime lnveSligotor 
Officials agree thatstudenrs need 
to be more conscientious of the 
likelihood of becoming 11 victim of 
crime. Crime has those same offi-
cials concerned for the safety of 
students of John C;u·roiiU ni vcrsity. 
A survey proves their belief. 
Ca1TOII as a private Catholic insti-
tution is just as safe <l ploce as high 
school was." 
Salcty o11 a campus likcC1JT(JII's, 
where students think they arc im-
mune 10 crime~. is often t;'lken !'or 
granted . Student~ leave thc.irlloors 
open and walk alone at n ighL Rohal 
st ressed th<ilstuclents must beawi.lrc 
. .,. ~ ' ' 
"You ha vc to m<tkc people aware 
tb<tl they can become a victim." 
Rohal ~aid . 
McCal'r'rev w:J.nls swdents to be 
uwarc and t(> know lww to preve111. 
:;uch crimes !'rom happening . 
Howe Vel' , the stu(lenls dt)n 't ha vc 
the smnc desire. 
The Security office put together 
Crime Awareness According to 
Detective James 
D. Rohal of the 
Universiry 
Heights Police 
Department, 
there have been 
several cases just 
in the past year at 
JCU that prove 
crime is evident, 
and ca,rr happen 
anywhere. 
Crime at John Carroll University 
(A survey by The Carroll News) 
Programs "that were 
i I I - a t I c n .d c d , '' 
McCaffrey said. 
#l Do you walk alone at night? 
Yes: 37 (88%) No: 5 (12%) Total: 42. 
#2 Have you e.ver called for an escort? 
Yes: 2 (5%) No: 40 (95%) Total: 4 2 
The programs 
were well advertised 
but did not appeal to 
the community be-
causeora false sense 
#3 Do you know the university has a 24-hour escort ofinvulnerability.ln 
fact, one of the pro-
grams was only at-
service? 
Yes. 29 (69%) No: 13(31%) Total: 42 
"Sometimes 
[students] are a 
little naive when 
this is their first 
time away from 
home, and they 
sometimes have 
a false sense of 
security, that they 
are in a protected 
#4 Do you think you will be a victim of crime while 
attendingJohn Carroll? 
Yes: 8(19%) No: 34(81%) Total: 42 
tended by 12 people, 
most of whom were 
members of resi-
#5 Do you know anyone who has been a victim of 
crime atjoh n Carroll? 
dence I i fe staff, 
McCaffrey said. 
"It's almost like 
there is no interest 
Yes: 23 (55%) No: 19 ( 45%) Total: 42 
#6 Have you ever been a victim of crime while on unless someone hears 
of something hap-
pening," McCaffrey 
said. 'The infonna-
Carroll's campus? 
Yes: 4 (9.5%) No: 38 (90.5%) 
environment on the campus and 
that nothing happens," Rohal said. 
"Things do happen on John 
Car(oll's campus and nny other 
campus." 
Accardi ng to policedocumcnts. 
the cases Rohal refeJTe<lto include 
Total: 42 
of all that is going on. 
JCU Chief ofSecurily Francis J. 
McCaffrey agrees. 
"You have to be aware of what 
isgoingonaroundyou,"McCarrrey 
said. 
To think that Cmoll is in <tsafe 
tion is out there, but are people 
listening to it?" 
A recent survey, conducted by 
The Carroll News of' 42 mnle nnd 
l'cmale students who auend John 
Carroll, affirms the belief of 
McCnffrey, Rohal, and Ropar: 
sexual assaults. burglaries. date place where nothing ever happens Students have a false sense or sc-
-. J11,pe,}~J)\i.p~~JI~W9~aJ1~-.co?.l.~- ::;,-~~ A'¥1~?.!1g; . ,lf _~eopl~).rA~e_.c_~~T.?Il c~ty._ T~c bcli~f tbat crime is not 
' ,.,., ' ~""- . ~ ---· :>.1;.,'-"''~j.,.f,.,~"'il;: ~'· .il'~, ..... ,l'."' ·P;~·'liir,,<:;!o~ -~ ~1~~·-""·~ "' ·'"'·-·""<ltl< ·· ·' r.~; . . . · ·.-~ ,. "-- ~ - • 1.;atl'its¥-a,'Saull\ .. anuooV.enm. .. .,..o ''*~ . -<(SI')~ll.th.W,~~~"!.!~-»>1!~_..~,A:>.~a~ll.l<:\>1f· .:~l<J..PJJ~!W,\P:l'~:J~·.§I}l"!-~Jl~t~:~~-~~.pJ..:~ 
campus murd.:rofaC<uToll.\tudcut. ;u1_1·om.: l'lsl' fro Ill outs ide I he c'(lll · J\ccor<ling lo the .~ urvcy , S 1 per-
.•·• 
The students •<should be aware finesofthecampus can become <\n cent oJ' thoseusked said they do not 
lhat they could be a victim, whether attacker. think they will be a victim of crime 
theyarcinthcirdOJmroom, walking "You have to deal with the fact while at JCU 
through the campus, or driving off that this is the real world,'' Ropar 'There isn't anything we've 
the campus." Rohal said. "I don't said. "There is not a moat around biddenorwouldn'tdiscuss,"Rohal 
think enough is really done to c<lmpus. Kids come on and-off, and said. ''!feel that the students should 
educate a lot ofthestudenlsas far as people come onto campus who know what's going on in the com-
therealityofthingsthatcanhappen aren't part of the John Carroll munity, and what's going on on 
to them und the reality ofthjngs that community. But they come into their campus, because that's going 
do go on, even on a campus like · this community and they hurt to prevent them from becoming a 
John Carroll.'' people, threaten people, and make victim." 
"You aredealingwith kids from victims of people." Even ifthestudentsare told that 
primarily middle lo middle upper Criminals do wander onto crime exists, they are not affected 
class [high) schools, often Limes campu!i, and do make victims of by lhe potential to be a victiJll. The 
private Catholic high schools, and students. students asked don't feel a need to 
theworldforthemostpru1hasbeen "Someone can always wander have protection when' they are on 
aprettysafeplace,"saidJohnRopar in (from surrounding ~reas)," campus. 
ofUniversily_ Counseling Services. McCaffrey said, "~speciaiiy ·with "The issue of violence, trauma 
''There's this assumption that John the mobility we have today." and victimization is an issue for 
i-;1-~· - <: ··r.==::;::========================================il 
~·~-~ - :jJ:;?Or ~,·18o ~~ 
Hidl~~ n·o.A tnp:nu IH.M reql-BZZ~d B .IOJ 
\ . 
6861-169 IIBD 
......... 
·, 
·,-
Ropar aids victitns 
in healing process 
J.phn..!Llb.9.1Il.El. _________ ___ _ 
·crime lnvesligotor 
Crime prevention is not always clfct.:tive. Therefore, c.:oping with 
the aftem1ath of a traumatic crime experience i~ a necessary aud 
emotional process. John Rop~u-ofJohn CaJToll University Counseling 
Services does this for a li ving. 
Ropar, a 1972 graduate of Carroll, began workjng at JCU U1rce 
years ago. As 'a now full-time employee in University Counseling 
Services, he works with lhe studentS"that become victin:'s. 
·'The clients that I see have experienced date rape, abuse, mo-
lestation some of j L long before t11ey got to John Carroll," Ropar 
said. "Hopefully I participate in the healing process." 
According to Rop~, part of dealjng \Vith the aftennath of a: criiT,le; . 
. ·especially o'ne such as a ·rape or an assault, is realizing_ t!;l~ i,"e~litY.'·of . 
the situatjon. . .' . ·:~ -~ -~ ·:·. '-' · '··· · ·· - - ·ti · ·• ·-- : ' · 
: ·~·,.~ .,.:"'¢ . ..,, ... ~ i ·t~,-.. ~~~- · .ot. ~ ... ·J· ,. , • ~ )' • •• -~ •• • ,~;..,. • • • <'10 • 
:.·'\' ~!'!.nl~~~~1o~'l:!s~e:ope :d~Y.\!~<!ay1 l?.ut· \vlie'ri there qas b.een an act. ....... ;c.~--..~~ ..;r,':.'!f-~..-;~ ·v~~~"-' .... : . : . .. ~~~ .... ;....:t'· .. ·:c ....,.J.·~· . ·._:"j: . .-.:,.~·-~,-.---~- .... ~:·-· 
:;,as m!Q}slY.e ana as·viOlent as·rape.:~rs P.retto/,·haro, t.o <J.eny:that !M:'k 
·i~i~f::~~;·~-~;~~~~~\~~i' .. ~~~ ~::;~· ~\;-?- · :~~~:,;y:J;,~~ ~~~~··i~~~::-~~,:~:z~~~- . '· '-~}~~ 
;;· · ~;;'ar· , .... ~~fi11~;16i~~~~i6'fif~~!e~HS'M·;srrorig\ee<i to 
~* ·~~""k t\o.~~ .. ~~,"!-f(#..Yi~';$~ ~~-- ~::-:4; ..... ~,.: . · -: ... ~ · • ... ·~ * -.( ~ • •• • r . . ~·. 4 
-·-~mP.~~ -~f.~ .. p: tlj.(vic;.~~~1!_!;.~~~£!:~!P~ ~~as not one that they_ ~ould 
·have'f6tese:Cn: ··The fact i('ttie"cril11e·was a rando,m act of vi<)lence, 
Ropai' ;aid.': · ,, · · -~ >' : 1 .• : < ·. 
' • • ,.. t • ~ ... -:.:- .... ~, ........ ~_; • ••)"' .... t , 
"They [ vic~i.ms]are not responsible," Ropar·sai~/'. :~ _.;/ii.,£:-. " 
According to Ropar, the victims need to realize that tliey ar( riot '., 
at fault, and that dwelling on the incident will not help the healing 
prbcess. 
''The healing process begins helping them to recognize that they 
dicln 'task for it, thatstuffbappens that is out ofU1eircont.i-ol ,';)~QE-<I! 
said. "The hard part; the challenge_Qf_the thing·is to sift through~-iii 
: t~~-st 9r, Y.-:'h~t . t _h~y are responsible for an~ . ~bat ... th~y .are not 
.:.:re~onsible~or.~.· · ,:_. ~ . . :" .... . ...... ,."} •. ,:;~~ ~- .'.<"· ... ~r-;.;-: f,~ • ...,,_-~'j;,;.f~ •• •••• .J.N.. 
1
'1 de'iirwiih'it e\,er.y:;da)!~;!'~qJ.?~-;.~-J~~!;~~~ ~h~ ¥~n do as a 
counselor is to make that person feel i:afe \.vheifihefare"!~\'itl.A~~J.~;~. , 
t-roll au an answer Tlo · 
can for them. That's about the bestl can .do, as a perspn, as a 
'·co<ub§~l<fr7"aM~s· a n£n1ber of th~ John ·carroll ~on1mu~iti" .. 
:.~:-::l.o ·,._~ .... ·,' , · . · • · .. :. · • · , ·~ ---~.c · ···~'!·~~ ~-.;.. 
~-~:!~~ik~-~/ _,~ ~~'~:'~.i1:#.~~ ·.(jff!%~!.;;;?- ~ 
~· ~~:~~~;~ ~~ • ' - ";'~~~~~. • 0 ,Y • ! 
society ·as\vell," Ropar said. ''To ing several ·'isolared" cases that 
pretend U1a1 John Carroll is a safe occurred this year alone, but did not 
haven. you are being naive." mLributethemtoanyspecificchange 
Eighty-eight percent of the in cri me p<'ltterm;. The increase in 
survey'sparticipantsstmedthat\hey population on campus is the only 
walk alone at night, and only 5 va1iable in the amount of crime. 
percent have called for an escort ··our i~1cident rate goes up with 
when walking on campus. Of the the percentage of population,'' 
studentsask.ed,only3 J percent were McCaffrey said. 
aware that the University provides Education is the key to making 
an escort service 24 hours a day, students realize they can become 
seven days a week. victims. Once again, McCaffrey, 
According to McCaffrey, the Rohal,and Ropar agree that re-
escort service does not get uti I ized pea ted education is what is.ne~p~. 
enough by the community. "We "Myfocusisonthetiealingpait:~· 
don' lget many calls unless there is Roparsaid. "T wish v;e did a better 
an incident on campus that height- job in terms of prevention and 
ens awareness." heightening awareness." 
According to Rohal, crime does McCaffrey said his department 
not discriminate. Anyone can be- will continue lo promote preven-
come a victim. as well as be a lion and attempt to make the com-
criminal. Students need to look out mt.inity awareofwhat is happening. 
for'themselvcs. ''If you keep trying, even if 
"Jthinkeveryonein this day and J?COple aren't listening, at least 
age, male and female, should real- _ yo.u've made the att empt,'' 
lze·that they can become a victim McCaffrey said . 
. no maHer where they are," Rohal All sources agree that students 
said. "Anyone can become a vic- at Carroll are not aware that crimes 
iim of any type of crime." happen on campus. Students are 
Rohal said criminals do not not prepared to encounler crime, 
usually pick out a victim to attack, because they don't think they ever 
but rather victims arc chosen be- will become a victim. 
cause of opportunity. The oppor~ "People can't go through:·lffe 
tunity comes when people Je~st · . thinking they can' t be a victim. 
expectit,leavinganyonewhoisnot because of where they Jive, where 
prepared as an open target.- they go to school, what kine! of car 
Prevention. is the best tool to they d1ive, what kind 0f job they are· 
make sure you .do not become a in, or whereever they are," Rohal 
.victim, McCaffrey said, mention- said:"Don' tmakcyoursell'avictim." 
.' \- .. ..._ .. ~. 
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Rainbow offers hope 
and healing to children 
l'y'lelis~a Tilk 
Features Editor 
Walking thrnugh the lohhy of 
Rainhow Bahics and Childrcns 
Hospital , many scenes arc played 
ou t as i r it were a movie. 
There is the child j oyfully 
awaiting the trip home. There arc 
distressed parents as they await 
word from the surgeon. T here are 
children anxiously awaiting a 
check-up with their doctor. · 
Rainbow i s so many things to 
so many people, but when it comes 
down to it, Rainbow is a place of 
hope and healing. 
When strolling through the 
corridors, one nqtices that although 
n:no,·;ttions had been made. there 
arc still Peanuts characters painted 
in the elevators that hnvc been 
there for over fifteen years. 
Certain physical aspects dis-
tinguish this place, but more im-
portant is the aura that the place 
seems to exude. 
Describing the emotional at-
tachment people feel to this place 
i s very difficu lt if not impossible. 
Maybe it is because it is a 
children's hospital. Nevertheless. 
anyone who has experienced 
Rainbow holds some deep feeling 
about the hospital and the people 
who work there. 
For many familes, Rainbow, 
Ho'''doyou 
cttre )'Our 
\Vi11ter b,lues? 
lo~.:atcd in University Circle is a 
way of life. literally. Children 
with severe illnesses often end 
up spending prolonged periods 
of time at Rainbow. 
"Rninbow is a landmark in-
stitution. Rainbow has a track 
record," sa itl Eileen Caruso, 
M edia Relations Coordinator for 
Rainbow . 
According to Rainbow 's 
mission statement, Rainbow is 
dedicated to teaching, research and 
innovative practice concerning 
community, national and interna-
tional health care for babies and 
children. 
University Hospitals is the 
primary affiliate of 
Cnse Western Reserve 
University. In fact. 
each doctor at 
Rainbow's is on faculty 
at Case. 
D octors at Rainbow 
have performed pio-
neering work in the 
areas of cystic fibrosis 
research, design and 
development of a jet 
ven t il ator prototype 
and ~)eclia tri c open 
heart surgery. 
Originally Rainbow 
H ospital and Babies 
Rodney Burkhardt 
Freshman 
Watching Caddy Shack 
and drinking lemonade. 
Andrea Paolini 
Fresh man 
Pajammy-jam and·congo 
lines with my roomate at 
2a.m. 
11 
Jennifer Kcehs: 
Rainbow Babies and Childrens Hospital is located in 
University Circle. 
ters was completed in 1971 , form-
ing one center for research and 
treatment of children . 
Among Rainbow's emergency 
services is a Pediatric Trauma 
Center to treat children in those 
critical moments following severe 
injury. 
For instance, during the 1970s, 
the old premature nursery evolved 
into the more technologically ad-
vanced Neonatal Intensive Care 
Unit. 
As Rainbow's reputation has 
grown for treating critical ly small 
or ill infants, babies nrc brought 
from all over northeastern Oh io 
and children with respirat ory 
problems come from all over the 
U. S. and Cannda. 
Over 80.000 infants, children 
Gordon Short 
Sophomore 
Beer, babes 
and bingo 
Toby Collie 
Sophomore 
Watching Nancy 
Kerrigan and Tonya 
Harding going at iL 
Recognizing the impending 
D ance Marathon, it seems only 
fitting to examine who and what 
everyone's hard work is benefit-
ing. 
For the past four years, Dance 
M arathon has benelited Rainbow. 
T his year, the marathon benefits · 
both Rainbow and the Make-a-
Wish Foundation which grants 
wishes to terminally ill children. 
According to Dance Marathon 
Co-chair , K evin Biacsi, "When 
Lisa, Stephanie and f thought to 
decide. we saw Rainbows as one 
spcciliccharity that many students 
hnve extremely personal ties to 
whether it be a brother, sister, 
ni ece, nephew or themselves. 
Many people in the Cleveland area 
have been touched hy 1hc medical 
Stacy Dry lapd 
Freshman 
Interpretive 
Dance 
"Bone Man" 
Senior 
A hearty bowr:of kin~ 
soup. 
.. ~. 
~,., 
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A new Chief Justice for JCU 
Nathalie Lacouture 
Profiles Edilor 
An important quality needed to 
hold a position of authority is ex-
perience, and Billy Glunz, the 
. newly appointed Chief Justice of 
theJohnCarroll University Student 
Union, has plenty of it. 
Glunz, a Sociology major who 
currently holds the position of 
Vice-President of the Sophomore 
class, won the appointment of 
Chief Justice in last month's elec-
tions for the upcomj ng school year. 
He will be inaugurated on March 
15. 
The Chief Justice is the head of 
ll)e judicial board which is a branch 
of the SU. The board' s job is to 
hear disci pi i nary cases they receive 
from JCU when jt involves an 
entire organization, and they also 
make decisions on the constitu-
tionality of situations that arise in 
the SU. 
As Chief Justice. Glurli~has the 
opportunity to appoint five new 
justices to serve on the board. He 
will be providing appl ications to 
any member of the student body 
who is interested. "I want the best 
people for the job. lt is very im-
ponant lhatthey be impartial,': said 
Glunz. 
ln fact. being fair and impartial 
i s what Glunz believes will make 
him a successful Chief Justice. ·1 
can see both sides of an issue, and 
I believe that i s very important." 
In the past year, while serving 
on the Student Union's Senate, 
Gluru was forced to make impor-
Lant decisions that weren't very 
popular. '·l had to make a deci-
sion on whether I should do what 
my friends believe 
in or what 1 be-
lieve is right. 1 de-
cided 10 do what 
was right." 
Perhaps the 
best experience 
that Glunz has re-
ceived for the job 
is growing up with 
nine other broth-
ers and sisters in 
Chicago, JL. 
Accoding to 
Glunz, "My fam-
ily life has 
definitly prepareu 
me. f grew up with 
connicting ide<JS 
and val ues within 
my own family. r 
was forced to be 
an individual and 
stand up for my- Billy Glunz 
self. Basically, in 
any big family you can't take 
sides." 
Glunz wants his administra-
tion 10 be known for not taking 
actual "sides" and for changing 
some things on the JCU campus. 
According to Glunz, there is a lot 
ofthir1gs wrong th<n studentsdon ' t 
know about, and he intends to get 
the news out to rhem with the help 
of his board . 
In the future Glunz is also hop-
ing to change the whole relation-
ward all the fraternities and so-
rorities on campus thut don't do 
anything wrong and who do 
provide service. I think that is 
very unfair, and itmakes_r_~~~U 
look bad,'' saiJ Glun:t_ 
Community serv ice is also 
an i mponant priority for 
Glunz. and the other ex-
ecutive officers for the 
upcoming year. He and 
others plan to open up 
more service opponuni-
ties for students, but more 
importantly, getting the 
word out to more people 
in enough time. 
Glunz believes that 
students atJCU wou ld in-
volve themselves in ser-
vice opportunit ies if'tijey 
were in formed better 
about what was available 
to them. <::!•· 
A firm believer in the 
rights of students at JCU, 
Glunz said, ''We're all at 
least 18 years old nn<l no-
body needs LIS rthe SU] 
looking over their shoul-
s,,..r"'"' der all the lime. We can 
all be responsible." 
ship between the Greek system The experience Glunz has 
anclthe Student Union. "The SU received at home, in his past 
is forced to acl as disciplinarians 
to Greek organizations when 
something bad happens, but yet 
we don't have the power to re-
positions of authority, and in 
his interaction with people has 
obviously prepared him for the 
job that lies ahead of him. 
..... ~· ·---- ~.a'~-rw., :,- ·m~- d·~·~s~_::; _· _ki·· ! _"'·-~:h~ ~,.o-·r ~~·n_ ... : _ .Jol_~~.r-··-.. ~e· · :=d., ~ . t.w"f~~-"~lt<f ... ~h·~ ,·~a· "'·w···ra· ·:rdc..  -
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Nathalie Lacouture 
Profiles Editor 
Every year The Cleveland 
Touchdown Club selects talented 
and dedicated area football play-
ers to honor, and John Carroll 
University's Greg Zawadski was 
one of the athletes the orgaruza-
tion chose to recognize. 
A senior Marketing major, 
Zawadski was chosen along with 
players from two other area col-
leges to receive the titleofNalional 
College Player. 
Zawadski was genuinely 
shocked during the JCU Football 
. Banquet in December (where he 
.: 
received the title of Most Valu-
able Offensive Lineman) when it 
was announced that he was the 
honoree chosen by The Cleveland· 
Touchdown Club, an organiza-
tion whose purpose is to promote, 
recognize, and support the game 
of footbalL 
As a member of the JCU foot-
ball program for the past four 
years, Zawadski spent two of those 
years on varsity as an offensjve 
guard. He has led the OAC in 
rushing for the second straight 
year along with making ftrst team 
OAC and second team All -
American. He was also honored 
Congratulations 
to an the medal ' 
I . 1994 Winter 
Olympics 
, ... ·. 
by his fellow teammates when he 
was made a team captain in the 
Fall of93'. 
At The Cleveland Touchdown 
Club's banquet, which was held 
on February 2 I, Zawadski's 
brother and parents were present 
to support him. 
His older brother Ron also 
played football at JCU lasr year, 
and the two played next to each 
other on the field last year. 
After 13 years of playing 
football and dedicating himself 
to the sport, Zawadski said, " It 
was a good way to end my foot-
ball career." 
FRIDAY 
4:00 TO 9:00PM-
;-: _, . r-. /J oe. -' 
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The Economics of the Citibank 
Classic Visa card. How no annual fee, student discounts 
and Price Protection create upward growth. A variety offactors have been suggested 
as contributing to the economic growth of students, including (I) more lottery winners between the 
ages of 18 and 22, (2} a 37% increase on earnings from bottle and can returns, (3) more students 
doubling earnings in the lightning round of game shows, and (4) the Citibank Classic VISa® caret It's 
this last one, however, that affects most students. ~The Citibank Classic Visa card offers immediate 
savings to student card members. You can now receive the Citibank Classic card with No Annual Fee. 
You can capitalize on a $20 Airfare Discount for domestic fl ights~ a low variable interest rate of 
15.4%; as well as savings on mail order 
purchases, sports equipment, music and 
magazines. One might even have enough 
savings to reinvest in a CD or two (the 
musical kind, of course). ~ On the way to 
the record store, or any store for that 
Noknownpictureof llhslthfktOn smiling exists. &oncmisrsb~li~V?Woshingtonnos unhoppJ• matter, take StOCk Of the 3 SerViCeS 
b«at= h~ fdt he could hmt~ r«t>iled a bmn dml em "ll' suppli~s. If he wm a Citibank 
Oossic Visa card, he would ha1't! been as.szv«l of gt.'tting thl! bi!St pri~ and probably "auld 
have bffn happier. (Artists rendering Q[lww ht' "'Otnd halV? apprort!d on the dollar) COnCerned with purchaSeS made On the 
Citibank Classic card. Citibank Price Protection assures one of the best prices. See the same item 
advertised in print for less, within 60 days, and Citibank will refW1d the difference up to $150~ 
Buyers Security•· can cover these investments against accidental damage, fi re or theft 
·,t ~"' .v-- .!_ ~ ..;. ' ·~ ·.... ;! • ..:. ~:~. :--; "' 
· ~(Qm.if:iaW¥.:.>eac.iS€s·~for ·Great Depressions) for 90 days from the date of purchase~ And Citibank 
13 
r 
Monarch Notes® Version: 
The Citibank Classic Visa card wiJl be 
there for you with no annual fee, a low . 
rate and special student discounts ... 
so your own economy will be more 
like a boom than a bust. Call 1-800-
• • m , ••• • • - ·"·· .,...,.,,~ . .. • !"!»~'!~> ,.. " '·' bt ·· .~t;:.· ·ri;.. ..... '"'r,.~€1?!;J·B~:N~~~t~'l~41~1tO.();,.~J.-42·z.ti);1t"-~: ~-. ,<., ... £t·,.(.!i"~~ 
~if~t!.D!~ .. :\N~~r~---~.t~f·~ ~~~~€L t~~~·~rA'{0J ,i~~~~~te~:~P~9~~e:,..<l~f4ll~~r~;~~~~~lj)->:..;-$;"·le?iif~ ,.·:· .. · }~,~:-..f,{i~··~~PPlitT"' ~~~':$r~~;r .... ~,~ "( ·'ff'; 
·~up to· 12·:y~~; ~ .But·, _perhaps the feature~. which offer the best protection are your eyes, your .. 
nose, your mouth, etc.-all featured on The Photocard, the credit card with your photo on it. 
Carrying it can help prevent fraud or any hostile takeover of your card. (Insiders speculate that it 
makes quite a good student ID, too.) Even if one's card is stolen, or perhaps lost, The Lost 
Walletm Service can replace your card usually within 24 hours. ~ So never panic. As we all 
know, panic, such 'as irr the Great Panics of 1837, 1857 and 1929 can cause a downswing in a 
,· 
market. But with 24-hour Customer Service, there's no reason for it. A question about your account 
is only an 800 number away. (Panic of the sort experienced the night before Finals ·is something 
else again.) ~· Needless to say, building a credit history with th:e support of such services can only 
be a boost. You're i.I)vesting in futures-that future house, that future .car, etc. And knowing the 
Citibank Classic Visa card is there in your wallet should pres~ntty give you a sense of security, 
rare in today's-how shall we say?-;fickle market.~ To apply, call. Students don't need a job or a 
cosigner. And call if you'd simply like your photo added to your regular Citibank Classic Visa card. 
Here's the number: 1-800-CITIBANK, extension 19. (1-800-248-4226): ~ The Law , of 
Student Supply and Demand states, " If a credit card 
satisfies more of a student's unlimited wants and 
~ 
needs, while reducing the Risk Factor in respect to 
: : - ~ \ 
limited and often scarce resources-with the gr~atest 
SUf>ply of services and sa~ings possible-th~n students 
·· .. 
. . ·~ 
will demand said credit card." So, demand away-call: Not just .Visa. Citib,~ok Visa. 
' Offercxpues6; 30/94. Minimum tictct pu~ price ~S100. Rcb.\ta :u~ for Citlbank uudcnt QI\ltTKmbcn on tk krts ~db)' ISE ~1t&htion~: ~;;:;.~~~ PrtCcnt."'ge ~; ior ~n..~fSJ~4'tO~~o( i2./9)and olay .~·.·: '"', .. .' ; • 
~ry quarteriy. The AnnUal Pcfunt.l.ge Rate forash:ld~nccs is 19.~. 1fa fin.3occc:hatge is imposed , I he mif!imum 11_SO~nu. Th~ \$.an ~1tion.\l fiMn«·c:hA~ fOr n(t, c:tib .. ~~~ tr.JI\PtttOn eQU~1 ~?~W.ofthr 
~mount o( uc:h c:uh ld\':ll1tt tranJ.K'tion; ~"n'a. il will not be leu th:a.n S2.00 or arut.er ttun StO..OO. "Ctra.:un condiuoru otnd a:d w.lOM apply. P'lc-.a.sc tefcr ao )'OW S~J!Im.a.ry 0( Ad(htJot~.al Pro&Q!lllo.formatton.. Buyers 
Scc:uriryis undcrvni:Un'l by The Zurich lnttuuajona) UK Limited. 4Cctuin rntrictJom.and 1imi\atioruapplr. Underwritten by the Ntwlbmpshi~ lru.u.rantt Coms»ny. SCNJ«Iik cl.~ncy V3nts by product ;an<lu al .... : 
!Qsllhe mi.Umum b1S<d on 'rcud ioduw y dau. D<uils ot ""'""""'on: IIV.lil.oblc in )'Our Summary ot lldditiooal l'loc1am lnf<lnn>lion. M-lrll Nocc;>: = p<Jhli>hod by Monalrll Pl<i<:a~ otSimoa & Schll>~et: · • 
• P>r.omount Comnw!Uwions Company. Us«!' b)· p<rmiuiocl ot oh< pUbl]sbct. Cltibut mdit colds an: usued bf.Cioibank (South· o.Joic:o~· N.A.·Ct994 Otibont (South Dalo>\0~ N-A~ M<mb<r fi>K'. 
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Alumni are well prepared for transition to work 
Jerry Rudgw sky 
Ad Represenlolive 
Everyone talks about the real 
\Vorld, but John Biegel and Don 
Sweeney ~re living it. They both 
are graquates of JCU and in their 
first year as staff accountants with 
Price WaterhOIJSe and Ernst & 
Young, respectively. They said 
the trans ilion from school Lo work 
has been fun and rewarding 
because of the weil-rounded 
educ.ation received from Carroll 
which prepared them for the 
interviewing process. 
"JCU provided me with a strong 
base in accounting theory and 
exposed me to the technical aspects 
that appear on the CPA exam," 
said ~weeney. Both graduates said 
thalJCU' s well-roundededucation 
prepared them to talk to clients the interviewee shou ld ask ques-
and in terviewers about topics tions as well. 
unrelated to accounting. ' ·You should never go in an 
Out of the c.:lassroom. JCU interview blind," said Biegel. 
provided them with an excellent "You should know something 
networking base because of the about the firm." 
good reputation Carroll has wi th . . Biegel said the keys are ex peri-
Cleveland businesses. · ence and networking and the best 
ManyofBiegel andSweeney's way to get expe-
co l leagues arc John Carroll rience is througn 
alumni, which provided direct internships. Both 
access for them to the prestigious Biegel and 
accounting lirn1s. According to Sweeney had in-
Sweeney, this common area can ternships with 
be a great ice hreaker in an Big Six firm s. 
interview. Not on ly are in-
·'Jnterviews should be interac- ternships a great 
tive," Sweeney said. Biegel and way to get a job 
Sweeney suggested allowing the offer, but it also 
interviewer to guide the interview, allows you to get 
but as a possible future employee, to know the field. 
They both 
When it's time iochooseu lirm. 
Biegel suid there are three areas to 
investigate: Arc you compatible 
with the firm? Can the firm pro-
vide you with the opponunities 
you desire? Is the firm reputable'! 
Sweeney said the· lraiiSition 
from school to work can be Cttscd 
counting is seeing a variety of 
businesses and meeting many dif-
ferent people. 
'This can also he a negative 
aspect," said Biegel. ''As soon as 
you start to get to know people al a 
job you move 10 another one." 
Sweeney Si.l itlthe only negative 
Cuu.rn:liy Carrifun 
aspect is not get-
ting to create any-
thing but work pa-
pers . Sweeney 
summed up a ca-
reer in auditing 
when he Said. "W c 
don't invent the 
wheel. we just 
make sure it's 
round." 
SBAC sponsors spring 
sports spectacular 
agree that gelling 
your name out to John D. Biegel Donald M. Sweeney 
Both alumni 
have set lofty goals 
for t hemsel vcs. 
TI1eir primary goal 
being 10 ·pass the 
Da n Santucci 
Jeannine Spinola 
Stott Reporters 
As the snow fades and the trees 
start to bud agajn, we all know 
what time it is .... yep it's Lime for 
the School of Business Spring 
Sports Spectacular. 
t he Student Business Advi~ 
seeing faculty members tough it 
out on the court in their sweats," 
said Andrea Lober an accounting 
major on the winning team. 
A luscious buffet was pre-
pared by Marriott, where faculty 
and students broke bread after 
working hard on the volleyball 
court. 
sory Council, or SBAC, sponsors This spring the activities will 
a competi tive sporting event in not be as competitive. Softball, 
prospective em-
.. players is a must. They suggest 
that sophomores and juniors con-
tact the Big Six firms now so that 
they can be remembered when it is 
time for the interview. This may 
be as simple as a letter or even an 
office visit. 
~ 
if you are ready to handle the 
added responsibilities. 
"The biggest responsibilty is 
that you can't skip work like you 
could class," said Sweeney. 
Biegel and Sweeney said that 
what they like most about ac-
CPA exam. Alter 
IJ1at they want to move up the career 
ladderto be known as the top in their 
class. Thisisnoeasytask ataBigSix 
fim1. But if their transition from 
classroom to office is any indication, 
they will have no problems 
accomplishing their goals. 
Job opportunities found in unknown places 
Family, friends and networking provide sources for job searches 
the fall and in the spring. Last fall, sand volleyball, and various "car- Mic hael Covey remaining are dug up through Services has gone under a dramatic 
·the event was a great success. A nival-like" games areamongsome Business Manager innovative thinking. ..:change over v1e past 8 months to 
1 
volleyball tournament was held of Lhe activities. Of course, re- Intoday'sdried-upjobmarket, ln staningajobsearch.astuden t become "more user. friendly," 
....... ___.. ..... ~~~~!le~'9f1},~niz~~i!?P!'j?-~~-; ;Jle.§!~J.lS~~f~·R;{Q;vtQ.W:;.f~~~ l:, ~: (}~~r¥sty,g.!lt.tl.Y'J~ts.t? !<Jl?w. ab?~t sh?,~ld lirslconsider ~taying home. . according to J uuy Aur~gst, Director · 
facully C'O?i~ for John Carroll filrngr)'i'1l't'i1ie~s' ana• ma"ny/)opi'izes,._~ ..,eve~~~J?)~feadfa~.:i'lta~le%'e~:..llmv1ari·¥ .q;,usin~~si.~ml.t~~~i.9~Q .be ·_:.ef- Place.rnent., · · ,:WJth .over 209 
windbreakers The accounting will he available for the raking. job leads are obvious to tl1c complied by intcrvic\ving 'p~~rents. career and industry-onented·books· 
... -· 
-::-.. ~· 
team battled it out and won the This is not a purely upper- untrained eye. and other relatives. Interviewing and directories, a student can 
tournament. classmen affair. so everyone in- Graduating seniors must be as relari ves , about career uncover many new job ;earch_ • 
Door prizes included donated volved in the School of Business clever finding career contacts as opponuniries goes well t?eyond strategies, .and career positions. 
gift certificates from many local .is encouraged to come and join in they are in detecting that one point asking fortheir Birecior'ofHtunan Two popul<tr books arc the ''Hot 
businesses, such as, Captain the festivities as a spectator or~ theprofessorshouldn'thavetnken Resources' name, address, :~nu Leads Job Book" and the "Closed 
Tony's, The BiJly Club, Ruby participant. off on that last test. phone number. Also ask them for Leads Job Book" which contain 
Tuesday's. Pastabi lities, and The games will begin April24 at A few jQb opportunities are names of their friends within their immediately available positions 
Cantina del Rio's, among others. noon behind £.'1St and Campion Hall found by paging through the Help company. These contacts can and past positions already filled. 
The event gave students and (rain-wilJing).lfitdoesrctin,IJleSpring Wanted section oft he Plain Dealer provide excellent referral Jeucrs respecrively . 
racultyachaocetointeractoutsidc Spon.o;Spcctacularwillbeheldinthe or any similar publication. The IO the Director or Human A directory of closed job 
of the classroom. "It was odd intramural gym. Resources. positions rnuy not sound too 
Attention students interested in the BUS/NESS SECTION of The Carroll News 
The current editors are looking for someone to be the editor of or be a writer for the 
section for the 1994-95 school year. 
Gain experience in business writing and Jea;n page layout 
Contact Joanne or Mike in The Carroll News or call 397-4398 
!:~! ........................................................................ .. 
Tired o* reading -textbooks? · 
Take a break & check .ou-t our 
selectirin on -the bo~ks you 
really arant: -to re~d! 
Barnes & Noble Boo.kst:ore 
Shaker To"UTfte Ceia-ire 
16909 C~afP-in Blvd. 
. :Chagri.~ ·otvd. & Lee 'Rd. . . , • 1 
. : - 295-:1600 . ·~ · ~ 
~. •-. r • -' • _·:: - ' 
~ -
·. 
Relativesalsohaveanabundant promising.; however, a listccl 
source of friends rrom areas other company may have another 
than their workplace. Examples available position or offer to keep 
are friends from community u student's resume on file. 
service commi11ees, professional ·'For those students looking for 
societies, college acquaintances, a long distance relocation, Senior 
or health clubs. Career Services has the World 
Students can also ask friends Chamber of Commerce 
who have had internships and their 
parents for business contacts. 
Once students have exhausted 
Directory," sa id Aungst. "This 
contains the addresses and phone 
numbers of all the Chamber of 
their family and friends' resources, Commerces in the United States." 
a deep well of business contacts A student can call or write to a 
can be drawn from the Alumni Chamber of Commerce of a city 
Office, located on the third floor ofinterestand request information 
of the Recplex. Any student may not pnly about companies in that 
request a printout ofJCU Alumni particular city but auain 
located in a particular city and infonnation about the surrounding 
rnore specifically, in a particular community. 
career. Another path for auaining 
Although students may not business contacts in a particular 
know these co nt,~~s directly , ca reer . industry is through 
Alumi1i arc generally receptive to pub l ications of specific 
Carroll students. Even if their professional societies such as, the 
company does not have a position Ohio Society for Certified Public 
available, t h~y point out otlier job Accountants. The Cleveland 
searcti ·avcnues for stu'dcnts. · Advertising Club ·publishes the 
Another · source .for Alumn i,. :-''Torch Light", an ::wnualmagazine 
toritacts is the Career Al umni which contains information about 
Network Notebook, which cit~ be ad.venising agencies and public 
·round in ttieSeniorCareerServices relations..firms. 
house, located next to the JCU 
tennis courts. Senior Career 
See JOBS, page '15 
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Porter discusses strategic management 
Harvard Business School's management expert speaks via satellite 
Renee einle 
Stoff Reporter 
Last Thursday 85 John Carroll students and faculty had the opportunity to learn 
Strategic Management firsthand from one of the nations foremost experts on the subject, 
Michael Porter. No, the well-known Harvard Business 
School professor wasn't here on campus in person but via 
li vesatellitefrom Harvard. Duringthetwohourbroadcast, 
either a low-cost leader or competing on differentiated products. A company must decide 
which approach to pursue," stated Porter. 
To illustrate the effect of the five causal forces on bus mess, Professor Porter examined 
three companies and their goals. The first e>.ample is Merck. a company operating in the 
pharmaceutical industry. Merck was used as an illustration 
because it plays a ma.Jor role in an industry going through 
Professor Porter tuned the audience in to key concepts of "The basis for competitive 
competitive advantage, including examples of winning 
and losing strategies in today's business environment. He 
also reviewed key concepts on forming and refining a 
companies current strategy. 
fundamental chang<~c;. By offering both brand name and 
generic drugs, Merck ts able to combat competitors in both 
segments of the prcv iously segregated industry and greatly 
reduce the threat of substitute products. New entrants into 
the phannaceutical mdustry will have to overcome great 
obstacles in order to compete with the power of Merck. 
Since Merck has a lmtory of dealing with retailers and 
directly with consumers, buyers and suppliers will be 
affected as the company tmplcments major strides in 
changing the distribution channels it employs. In today's 
advantage is found in the choice 
between being either a low-cost 
Professor Porter began the telecast by explaining some 
fundamental strategy concepts. He stressed the impor-
tanceofassessing a company's current strategy in relation 
to the five causal forces of business and refining areas of 
the strategy that need updating. By looking at the relative 
leader or competing on 
differentiated products." 
power of competitors, buyers. suppliers. substitute prod-
ucts and new entrants to an industry, a company can quickly learn where it stands in the 
future to avoid being knocked off the podium. A company must also be able to 
differentiate between industry-wide changes that affect long-term strategic goals and 
short-term cyclical changes in business. Porter also stressed the importance of compan) 
posit10nmg. 'The basis for competitive advantage is found in the choice between being 
Finance Assoc. returns 
Scott Empric 
Stoff Reporter 
from Chicago 
Chicago played host to John Carroll's Finance Association Feb. 9 through the 12. 
Visitors included 17 students and four faculty members. The object of the trip was to 
expose finance majors to the markets and selected career opportunities. 
On Feb. I 0. students heard from Natalie Andrus, an analyst at Morningstar. a company 
that primarily produces mutual fund information newsletters. Her presentation centered 
on Morningstar's operations and career opportunities. Tom Han7el, a John Carroll 
graduate in finance currently employed at GE Capital, spoke with the students in the 
afternoon. Hanzel explained some of his duties at GE Capital. the firm's business, and 
opportunitic:. for graduates. 
The second day focu ed on the primary exchanges in Chicago. The Chicago 
Mercantile Exchange began the day. A tour offered a chance to view the opening olthe 
market, a v1deo presentation. and a lecture from Exchange representative Ron England. 
Following the Mercanti le Exchange, the Board of Trade showed an older exchange that 
focuses on commodity trading. The afternoon included the Chicago Board of Options 
Exchange, ho:.ted b) Exchange employee D an Earner, who lectured on the trading of 
options as assets. The last stop was the Chicago Stock Exchange Y..here stock is traded via 
an electronic network. 
The final day of the trip was free for the students to visit other parts of Chicago on their 
own. Destinations included Niketown, the Sears Tower, Wrigley Field, and Planet 
Hollywood. 
"The trip was enjoyable as well as educational. ft was a great experience and I would 
encourage the Finance Association to continue the tradition," said Kevin Ehrlich. 
The trip, coordinated primarily by senior Michael Reichart, was the second trip to 
Chicago for the Finance Association in as many years. 
fast-changmg bu.;mcso; world full of down-siting. global 
competition. and ml'ormat1on ovcrload,.Merck has gained 
from its ability to develop and execute effectively. 
Going agamst the grain in every area of hu'>tness training. l .a Quinta Inns had no 
strategy: instead. it focuses on a market it thought 11 could ... erve well. According to 
Chairn1an of the Board. Sam Bi:.hop, the strategy l'tnpluyed ,., one of "good service at the 
desk and a clean bed,'' since the mns arc geared towards the commercial salesperson. La 
Qutnta also varied from the norm b} upgradmg dunng the recession. whtch brought 10 
more customers. A good corporate culture. empowerment, and control by ownership have 
helped La Quinta maintain its edge in the lodgmg mdustry. 
The final company Professor Poncr discus ... cd W<h Cray Research lnc., a company 
involved in the super computer industry. Cray dtff'crcntiated itself by providmg comput-
ers that arc capable of comprehensive simulauon!> of new ideas For example. many auto 
makers utilize the power of supercomputers to test new auto designs or features. Since 
Cray was successful with its current product mix , it was slow to latch on to Massively 
Parallel Processing (MPP), a new technology that wu:. changing the computer world. By 
being caut ious, Cray missed the opportunity tocapitali7c on thcgrowthofthe new market. 
However, by learning on strategic alliances buill earlier. refocusing its energies. and 
changing its strategy to include MPP, Cray was able to find continued success in the 
computer industry. 
Michael Porter brought the session to a close by reminding companies to 1ncludc all 
functional areas in its strategic planning and to look at the long term as well as the short 
ternl. He also said there is no simple way to strategy, but by looking at the industry and 
specific company positioning. the task become-; more -;impk 
JOBS 
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Reaching deeper into the recesses of the contact search file. a student can also look 
through ''Moody's Manuals", which lists the addresses and phone numbers of 15,000 
public companjes. 
These are just a few ideas of places to help focus the job search, discover business leads, 
and to uncover business contacts. This shortlist of areas in which to look can be greatly 
expanded through a student's innovative thinking of new and exciting places to find job 
leads. 
One important point to remember, when a student docs finds that job lead or that 
business contact and sends out a cover letter and resume, aJways remember to make a 
follow up call a week after the resume would have! been received. 
THE JoHN CARRoll UNiVERSiTY DEpARTMENT of CoMMUNicATioNS 
pRESENTS 
Can1pu I Interviews 
March 22, -1994: 
DON'T TR-~ THII 
A.THOitil 
STARRiNG 
ThE OurrA HANd IMpROv TRoupE 
MARINElLo LlnlE ThEATRE 
MARCI-t 4 & ~' 1994 8 p.M. 
TickETS ARE $2 IN AdVANCE/$} AT 'fi.iE dOOR 
PlEASE CAll }97-4428 fOR TickETS ANd INfORMATION 
I 
OLDE, America's Fu ll Service Discount 
BrokerSM is looking for motivated people to 
establish a career in the brokerage business. 
O LDE offers: 
12-1 8 m onth paid tra ining program 
Potential six-fig ure in com e 
Excellent ben efits 
If you possess excellent communication skills, 
general market knowledge and the desire to 
excel, s ign up for an on-campus interview on 
March 22, 1994 in the Career Center. 
If you are unable to a rrange an interview call: 
1 800 937-0606 
or send resume to: 
O L DE Discount Stockbrokers 
N ational Recrui ting 
751 Griswold Street 
Detroit, M I 48226 
~OLDE 
DISCOUNT SI'OCKBROKERS 
M~ NYSE and SIPC 
An Equal Opporturuty Employer 
,. 
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World Views at a Glance 
NATO downs four Serb 
warplanes in altercation 
John Pomfret 
1994, Tl'c Washington Post 
SARAJEVO, Rosni.t -
ll~rlcgo' ina - NATo·., downtng 
Monday of four Serb warplane'> 
mer Bosnia, like the deadly mortar 
:mad: on Saraje\o's nwrketplace 
lhrec weeks ago. is a military ac-
til)n that could alter the cour c nf 
the wat in this battle-scarred 
countr). 
The NATO auack in northwc~t 
Bosma proved to the Bosnian 
Serbs and their mentors in 
Belgrade that "NAT O has 
teeth," said Britlsh <trm) LL. 
Gen. Mtchael Rm.e, the com-
mander of United Nattons 
forces in Bosn1a. 
Wllh the U.N.-enforccd cease-
fire in SaraJevo and Monday's 
dogfight in the Bosnian skies, both 
the U nited Nati ons and NATO 
have now shown a wil lingness 
to go beyond mere words in 
their ef fon to end the wor'> l 
connie! in Europe Since W orld 
War II. 
These new roles ratse the ques 
uons of whether the United Na-
tions has enough per onnel in 
Bos n ta t o i mplement the 
changes, and how the warring 
parties will react to the new 
situation. 
U.N. officials say that if the 
Bosn1an Serbs, largely seen as the 
main aggressors in this three-sided 
confltct. accept the new involve-
ment of U.N. forces and NATO, 
then Monday's strike against the 
Galcb ground attack a1rcraft could 
provide an impulse to the process 
aimed at stopping the 21 
month-o ld battle to dt v ide 
Bosnia. 
But if Serb forces take tssuc 
wi th the Umtcd Nation.,· more 
rohu<.t interprctmion of its mis· 
:.1on here. then they wtll place 
themselves on a collision cour!>C 
wtth the 1 ntet nationul commu-
nity 
The result of such a confmn-
tation could be dire f(1r both the 
Scrhsband lhe thou<>ands of light I) 
armed U.N soldiers ttnt.l aid 
workers !>tretched across the for-
hiddtng hillocks and valk•ys of 
this mountainous land. 
Until recently, thc U.N. opera-
tion in the shattered rcpubltcs of 
what used to be Yugoslavia has 
e!>sentiall) tiptoed around the 
combatants. Starting in 1992, tht:. 
Bo<>nian operation· s main task has 
been to deliver atd to the 2. 7 mil-
lion people estimated to depend 
on handouts to survive. 
Despite U.N. Security Council 
resolutions approving the usc of 
"necessary force" to deli ver aid 
here, U.N. troops have never shot 
their way through one of the 
myriad roadblocks erected by the 
warring sides. 
Now, under the leadcrsh1p of 
Rose. the fourth eommander of 
the U.N. mission here !Iince it 
began , the U.N. operation has 
adopted a more aggressive stance. 
It announced Sunday, for example, 
that it would no longer seck per-
mission for itsaidconvoystocross 
battlelines but would simply no-
tify the warning sides and pro-
ceed. 
Rose has ncgot1ated and 
implemented Sarajevo's most 
successful cease-fire to date - an 
18-day truce that has brought some 
peace to this crumbling capital, 
where an esumatcd IO,()(X) people 
have died since the war began. 
NATO, too, h,ul long taken an 
ambiguous approa~.: h to involve-
ment in the war. It began pros-
ecuting <1 " no- fl y tone" over 
Bosnia tn Apnl llJ'lJ, ncxing its 
military muscle" lor the first time 
beyond the territory of it~ member 
slates. But it proceeded to allow 
hundredsol violation' h) all :.ide:.. 
most of them hy helicopters. to 
pass with impunity. 
Gen. Ratko Mladic, com-
mander o f Bosntan Scrh forces, 
for example, led the assault on the 
strategic peaks of moun ts 
B ijelasnica and l grnan ncar 
Sarajevo la•.t summer from the 
passenger scat of .1 Gatelle attack 
helicopter When Russian ultra-
nationalist leader Vladimir 
Zhirinov<.ky visited B ijclj1na, 
Bosnia, on Jan. 31, a Serb war-
plane buzzed the town as Serbs 
cheered. 
Then, in February. NATO's 
role began to change. I t issued an 
ultimatum to the Bosnian Serbs to 
withdraw their heavy weapons 12 
miles from Saraj evo, put them 
under direct U.N. control or 
risk airslrikes. And Monday it 
shot down a violator of the no-
fly zone. 
Monday's attack occurred 
after the Galcb aircraft had 
bombed the northwest Bosnian 
town ofBanja Luka. Likewise, 
the Feb. 9 ultimatum followed 
a military action : the killing 
of 68 c ivilians in Sarajevo's 
crowded marketpl ace Feb. 5 
by a mortar shell bel ieved f i red 
by Bosnian Serb gunners. It 
wa s th at s l au ghter that 
prompted N A TO to change the 
role it was playing in Bosnia. 
leading to M onday ' s ac tion. 
Festival of French Films 
John Carroll University 
March 6, 13 & 20 1994 
Mackin Room in 
Grasselli library 
Free & Open to the Public 
March 6: European French-speaking 
countries 
11:15 A.M. "The Spirit of Switzerland" 
Documentary/ English I 30 minutes 
11 :45 A.M. "Alpine Fireu (Switzerland, 1989) 
Feature film/ English sub-titles/ 105 minutes 
2:00P.M. "Hommegang" (Belgium) 
Yearly Festival/ English/ 30 minutes 
2:30P.M. "Toto le hero" (Belgium. 1992) 
Feature film/ English subtitles/ 103 minutes 
March 13: SubSarahan French-speaking 
Africa 
11:15 A.M. uYeelan" (Brightness) (Mali, 1987) 
Feature film/ English subtitles/ 1 05 minutes 
1:00 P.M. "Finzan (A Call to Rebellion)" 
(Mali, 1990) 
1~Feature film/ English subtitles/ 107 minutes 
3:00P.M. "Saarba" (Utopia) (Senegal, 1988) 
Feature film/ English subtitles/ 86 minutes 
March 20: French-speaking North America 
11:15 A.M. "La Rue Cases-Negres" 
(Sugar Cane Alley) (Martinique, 1984) 
Feature film/ English subtitles/ 1 05 minutes 
1:00 A.M. "Jesus Christ de Montreal" 
(Canada, 1989) 
Feature film/ English subtitles/119 minutes 
North Korean nuclear arms 
capabilities dismay the U.N. 
,-------------------, 
I I 
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Kevin Bachman 
Assista nt W()(ld View Edit()( 
A s the Communist world 
around them slowlycrumbled, the 
coumry of North Korea saw the 
base of thetr economic and 
polittcal support crumble. Without 
the So\iet Union and other East-
ern European nations to stand 
up to " democratic aggression." 
they felt th eir way of life 
slipping away. 
But they had an ace in the hole. 
Something that would help 
them gain economic conces-
sions and preserve the world's 
last totalitarian regime : the 
nuclear bomb. 
As South Korea, Japan, and the 
world grow more fearful con-
cerning the North K orean's 
nuclear capabilities, their unwill-
ingness to allow nuclear inspec-
tors to view the materials, and 
their increasing willingness to use 
them. the United Nations must 
take the lead tn seeing that the 
safety of the region,and the world. 
is ensured. 
There are many options that 
arc to be considered in taking 
action to subvert the power of the 
North Koreans before they are 
capable of extending their range 
from the Far Eao;t to the continental 
United States. 
The Umted States can increase 
their military support oftheregion. 
employmg iL with nuclear capons 
of their own capable of destroying 
any North Korean launch site. 
They can cooperate with the South 
Korean and Japanese governments 
to deve lop the capabilities of 
their own in an increased ef-
fort to defend themsel ves from 
an att ack 
They could install economic 
sa net ion~ on the North Koreans 111 
an effort to force them to open 
thetr construction facilities to 
United Nations Inspectors. 
Precautions must be taken by the 
United Stales and/or the United 
Nations to uphold the security of 
the region. 
Without the Soviet Union. the 
North Korean government w11l see 
that the United States and the 
United Nations is committed 
more than ever to ensure 
nuclear stability in the region 
and the world . 
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Diversity plagues Tibetan monastery 
Bob Sandrick 
Stoff Reporter 
In the mountains of Tibet tn 
central China sit the ruins of an 
immense Buddhist monastery, 
founded in the early 18th century, 
that survived decades of war, fam-
ine and natural disaster -only fi-
nally to be destroyed by the com-
munists in 1949. 
But in the 28 years before its 
extinction, two American Chris-
tian missionaries managed to as-
simi late themselves within the 
monastery, and helped to convert 
several hundred T ibetan Buddhists 
to Christianity. 
The story of the L abrang 
Monastery, a Tibetan Buddhist 
monastic university, was told by 
Dr. Paul K. Nietupski of the John 
Carroll University department of 
religious studies last Thursday in 
his lecture, "A Tibetan Buddhist 
Monastery at the Crossroads of 
Four Cultures-Tibetan, Chinese, 
Muslim and Mongolian: The 
Griebcnow Mission Archives." 
The lecture was the second of 
this semester's Faculty Interna-
tional Lecture Scncs, which is 
sponsored by the John Carroll 
Internationdl Studies Center. 
Tibet, where Lahrang Monas-
tery was located, is a high moun-
ta1nous region. 'Tibet is often 
called the roof of the world," sa1d 
N1etupski. The monastery itself 
was I 0,000 feet above sea level. 
According to Nietupski, the 
monastery was sponsored and built 
in 1709 by the Mongols, who ac-
tually lived north of Tibet. As a 
result of their involvement in the 
area, the Mongols left a cultural 
influence in that region of China. 
The monastery soon became 
the fourth largest in Tibet, and 
evolved into a university where 
5,000 Buddhist monks studied art, 
philosophy and religion. Eventu-
ally about I 00 branch monasteries 
emerged in the Labrang district of 
Tibet. 
Labrang is located in the Gansu 
Corridor, a natural pathway 
through the mountains of Tibet. 
The corridor served as a trade route 
that connected four different cul-
tural regions of China: the 
Mongols to the north, the Chinese 
to the east, the Muslims to the 
northeast-and of course Tibet 
itself. In this way Labrang was a 
crossroads where a four-way cul-
tural exchange tool.. place. 
Unfortunately. this natural 
trade route doubled as a path for 
invading armies. Soon the Mus-
limsstomled into Tibet and fought 
HazRcurs 
men $5.00 
women $7.00 
Make up 
$5.00 
the Mongols for con trol of 
Labrang. The Mongol presence 
wa~; too weak to put up much 
res1stance: so the Muslims began 
bargaining with the more power-
ful Chmese for control of the area. 
Thus four separate cultures 
struggled for possession of 
Labrang. 
Tibet is often called 
the roof of the 
world and the 
Labrang Monastery 
is over 10,000 feet 
above sea level. 
From 1895 to 1927 the Mus-
lims were constantly fighting ei-
ther the Chinese or the Tibetans-
or both. It was a difficult era for 
Tibet. "There was terror in all of 
th1s region," said Nietupski. "It 
was reall) like the Wild West-
and much wilder." Tibetans were 
taxed. beaten. raped and forced 
into military service hy the in 
vading cultures Banditry and 
opium abuse plagued the area. 
In addition to the manmade 
disasters, two major earthquakes 
hit Tibet. Yet despite all the chaos, 
the Buddh1st monastery survived. 
"Somehow, Labrang Monastery 
remained intact," sa1d N1etupsk1 
Then. in 1921, the hu<iband and 
wife Christian missionary team of 
Marion and Blanche Griebcnow 
came to Labrang. They were 
members of the Christian and 
Missionary Alliance, an organi· 
zation formed in the United States 
in 1872. It took courage for thl! 
Griebenows to come here. The 
first missionary sent to Labrang 
by the Christian and Missionary 
Alliance in I 895 was beaten, 
stoned and asked to leave. 
The Griebenows, however, 
were different than many other 
missionaries. They understood 
that Tibetans had resisted Christian 
missionaries because of their 
suspicion of the other reg1ons of 
China. regions that had welcomed 
Christian missionaries by 1921. 
"Tibetans were always hostile." 
said Nietupski. They avoided 
outside religious influences be· 
cause of their independence, and 
their military stance toward the 
Muslims and Chinese. 
The Gncbcnows. mstead of 
further antagonizmg the Tibetans 
hy force-feeding the Bible, worked 
hard to earn their trust. The two 
missiOnaries learned the language 
and the culture ofTibet, and made 
themselves fi t in. 
Their style and effort paid off. 
"For the 28 years they were there 
they had several hundred (Bud-
dhist monks) that were baptized," 
said Nietupski. 
But in 1949, the communists, 
led by Mao Tse-tung, destroyed 
the Labrang Monastery . Both 
Buddhist monks and Christian 
converts were executed, but some, 
along with the Griebenows, man-
aged to escape the country. 
Today. according to Nierupski, 
themonasteryi.sunrecognizable. The 
chaouc ~truction of the decades 
pnor to 1949 was not enough to de-
stroy Labrang Monastery. It 
tool.. the orgamzed destruction 
of the communists to do the 
trid.: . 
Just when you thought the sun had 
gone away, here comes the chezzy 
Carroll News to brighten your day! 
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Wrestlers capture 
OAC Championship 
MikeWarbel 
StoH Reporter 
Head Coach KelTy Volkmann said 
two weeks ago his lCaiTl Pf'O"cd the) 
were the best dual meet wrestlers in 
lhe Ohio Athletic Conference. 
Last week they proved they 
were the best tournament team 
also. The Blue Streak grapplers 
cont1nuetltheir conference domi-
nance with their fifth champion-
ship in as many years last weekend 
at the OAC championships. 
Seven wrestlers moved into the 
finals to secure the championship 
for the Streaks. JCU finished with 
77 points. The close'> I competitor 
was Ohio Northern w1th 61 points. 
Senior !58-pounder Chris 
Connelly was the only individual 
champion for the Streaks. It was 
Connelly's second conference and 
it gives him an automatic bid for 
this weekend's national tourna-
ment. It will be Connelly's third 
appearance at nationals. His sea-
son record moves to 25-10. 
The six Streaks who took sec: 
ond places were I 26 pounder Mall 
Colucci (25-12). 142-pounder 
Chad Connell) (I 0-8). 150 
pounder Jason Kessen (29-12), 
Jamie Hogue at 177 pounds (6 9), 
Scan Pellerite at 190 pound!> (25-
1 I) and heavyweight John 
McGUJre (I 1-13). 
Sophomore, Colucci and 
Kessen both lost close matches to 
sea<,on long nemc~cs. Colucci fell 
forthethird time to Mount Union's 
fre!>hman Dan Ambro£iak and 
Kessen dropped his second to 
fellow sophomore Joe Mokros of 
ONU. Both pairs promise to bring 
exciting rivalries to the conference 
for the next two years. All four 
will be at nationals. K essen and 
Collucci received wild card bids 
for nationals. 
Sean Petlerite gave perhaps the 
gutsiest performance of the week-
end and will also advance to na-
tionals on a wild card. Pellerite 
tore a ligament in his knee althe 
OAC dual'> two weeks ago and 
was on the mat for the first time 
smce the InJUry. He defeated 
Baldwm Wallace's highly touted 
Mark Tinney who he ha!> lost to 
twice this year-in the semtlinals. 
Chad Connelly, Hogue and 
McGuire also gave ke) perfor-
mances for the team \ICtory. 
Connelly and Hogue have settled 
into weight classes just in the past 
two weeks and scored some im-
portant points. McGu1rc has 
fought an uphill baulc against 
oversited opponents all year and 
really turned it up recently,losing 
just once at the conference duals 
and in the championships. 
Senior 134-pounder Scott 
Eisenmann(20-l 0) and sopho-
more 160 pounder Andy Worst 
(22-15) took thjrds to round out 
the Streaks' placers. It was a big 
disappointment for Eisenmann, 
who was looking for a chance at 
nationals. He was upset by two 
poi_nts in the semifinals. 
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Couftl!)y Span.\ lnlunnauon 
Sean Pellerite took second at the OAC tournament. 
The team's victory culminates than anyone expected. Il was a 
what was a questioned season three real team effort." That team effort 
months ago. Four All-Americans 
were gone, five sophomores were 
in. Volkmann and Company came 
through once again. 
Karrenbauer summed up 
continued a dynasty in wrestling 
here at John Carroll. Dating back 
to competition in the President's 
Athletic Conference and now in 
the OAC, John Carroll has won 
things saying, "It [OAC Tourna- 25 consecutive conference cham-
men!) was probably wider margin pionships. 
Men•s successful season comes to an end 
G91leen CrEmmer 
Sports Editor 
The Streaks' OAC record of 
14-4 was good enough to win the 
OAC regular season champion-
shipforthe first time in the school's 
hiStOry. 
Although these players will 
certajnly be missed, the emergence 
of the underclassmen was evident 
this year. 
The basketball season came to 
a screaching halt for the men's 
team last Friday lli> they were de-
feated 76-58 by Heidelberg Col-
legem the semifinals of the Ohio 
{\thletic Conference tournament 
...... ~~~~~ln Canton . 
Second year head coach Mike 
Moran, improving upon last years 
12-14 record. wa!. rewarded by 
hein}! named the OA oach of 
the Year. 
Junior Shannon Vickers was 
recently named to the All-OAC 
second team, and fellow junior 
David Tucker recorded single 
season career highs in points. re-
bounds, licld g~al percentage and 
assists. 
-
The game wa' totally donu-
natcd by the Student Pnnces as 
they led by as much as 22 with just 
under five minutes to go in the 
game and connected on eleven 
shots from beyond the three point 
line 
The Streaks were led by 
sophomore Bronson Cudgel who 
recorded 14 points 
Jumor Shannon VicJ..:ers, who 
was just 12 points away from 
reaching IOOOforhiscareer,came 
up short as he scored seven points 
and pulled down a team high eight 
rebounds. 
Although the loss was consid-
ered an upset, the Streaks had one 
of the most successful seasons in 
men's basketball history. 
Senior John Bufford recorded 
his 104 consecutive start on Fri-
day and endetl hjscarcerwith 1,868 
career points which placed him 
third on Carroll's all time leading 
scorers Hst and 14th on the OAC's 
list. 
Bufford was also recently 
named to the Ali-OAC second 
team. while another senior, Keith 
Hocevar, was chosen as an honor-
able mention selection. 
However, there is a price for all 
of this success. The team will lose 
their nucleus to graduation as 
Bufford, Hocevar and K evin 
NeiLZel have combined for 2,917 
points, 851 rebounds and 60 I 
assists over their careers. 
Sophomore Jeff Sesplankis 
gave consistent play off the bench 
all year and contributed 183 
points and I I 0 rebounds. 
Freshman Joey Bigler estab-
lished himself as Carroll's single 
season leader in three point field 
goal percentage as he drained .491 
percent of his shots from be-
yond the arch. This percent-
age was tops in the OAC this 
season. 
So although the team will be 
losing the proven leadership of 
Bufford, Hocevar and Neitzel, the 
underclassmen seem up to the 
challenge of capturing some more 
championships. 
Fairmount 
O Bar and Grill 0 
Wednesday Night 
is College ID Night 
with $4 Pitchers 
Friday Night 
is Ladies Night 
with $1 Drinks All Night 
Sunday Night 
a DJ. will play requests and 
Oldies but Goodies 50's-60's-70's Music from 8pm to 2am 
Appetizers from 8pm to 12am 
$1.50 Lite Drafts, Well Liquors, House Wine $1.50 
Trivia Contests 
12447 Cedar Road • Cleveland Hts, Ohio 44106 216/932-4333 
! 
Coun.:sy Spons lnlonn•hon 
The Streaks will lose Neitzel, Bufford and Hocevar to 
graduation. 
f. .. ._r· 
(Wl.nn.;r..;.•HfE_,>: I f[Ft~T flF.(~· 
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"SCRAMBLED HAM" 
ACROSS 
1 Aufly !Battlers 
5 Certain spaghetti 
sauces 
10 Alan 
14 Baseball's Matty 
15 Expooge 
16 Pemy, eg 
17 Broadway light 
18 BANTHEBROW 
20 Geo."Qe Bum's role 
21 Legs 
22 Clues 
23 WNII stmn11 sl!e 
25 AtAhor James 
27 Van 0)1<e's cousin 
29 EVENARED 
33 "Over the Rainbow" 
composer 
34 Tum«way 
35 Poet's •not dosed" 
36 Enameled melalware 
37 Mr. Bllngsley.Var 
38 Part li U. S. A. 
39 Oit, 5 Marketing gimmick 
40 Jugs 6 Fragance 
41 Installed clapboard 7 Chatters 
42 AN ODD SAM 8 Midshipmen's erg. 
44 Hug 9 Envision 
45 Archaeological wot1<otts 10 Feeling worse 
46 Jily lot one 11 8ank forte 
47 • ... and __ lhee 12 Gossip 
lor~K/ngLear 13 Fanndwelle!S 
50 Under In Dijon 19 Cereal grain 
51 Mystery In the sky 21 Sloger Campbell 
54 SIR JEWELRY 24 "Suits me to 
57 Colored i1 ~otches 25 Statesfinnly --
58 Prayer ending 26 Emblyo 
40 Enlighten 
41 Wlthout:French 
43 Decorates 
44 Movemeru 
46 Self-possessed calmness 
4 7 Partly open 
48 Pracedes formal and final 
49 Qab In Mlllich:Variellon 
50 ~thepool 
52 Caterto 
53 Handicapper's product 
55 StJ;lling 
56 Period of time 
57 Place 
59 Get up 27 Closed the fence door 
so Pre-<lWI'led 28 Clty In Maile ~~ii~ile~m 
61 Teases 29 Tlllkers & Chance !.!; 
62 Women of rank teammate 
63 Messrs. Mack & Danson 
DOWN 
1 Mild expletive 
30 USE OLD DIME 
31 Fenclngswords 
32 Misfits 
2 Butter substllute 
3 ANY lJJW LDDE 
34 Attentlon getters 
37 Stolen goods 
4 Woman wfth a habll 38 '()ALE" lead In 
©1992 ALL RICiHT.S 
RE.SERVED CiFR 
A.SSOCIATES 
CLASSIFIED I 
Cruise Ships Hiring- Earn up to R.A.- Hey, what'd you think of 
$2,000+/mo. on Cruise Ships or that MFAT. 
Land-Tour companies. Summer 
& Full-Time employment Huck-How'sthisforamessage'? 
available. No exp. necessary. For Bump in the Hair. 
info. call I 206 634-0468 
ext.C5556. Academic Word Processing-
944-8049 All student typing needs 
Cleveland Yacht Club- Pax Service. 
Restaurant servers, bussers. 
bartenders- Start date: May 15 
Exclusive yacht club in rocky river 
provides great summer package. 
Personal interview 2-4pm Wed-
Sun. 200Yacht Club Drive RocJ..y 
River. OH 44116. 
Philip- If you hadn't have cuter\ 
those chocolates. you wouldn't 
ha\'e gotten hyper & humped your 
Intramural Coed Water Polo-
Is starting, be watching for the 
team wearing only white T-shirts 
and matching swimming caps and 
water wings. 
Washer/ Dryer For Sale- By 
graduating senior. Call321 '878. 
Ms. Allison- Come out with us 
tom tc .. p lceeccccceccaaaaaaasc 11 ~cad. 
~---~-
TRUTH 
The top 1 0 ways to get out 
of a speeding ticket: 
10. (With e. scary look on your face): 
"They made me do il" 
9. •oo you know who my father is? DO 
YOU KNOW WHO MY FATHER IS?" 
8. "I just don't understand those brake 
thlngy'u." 
7. "What car?" 
6. "Oh! I aimost forgot, I've got that 
diplomatic Immunity thing." 
5. CELLULAR DISTRACTION! 
4. Flee 
3. ''No thanks, I already have one. • 
2. ''Officer~ those are really nice pants." 
1. "I couldn't keep up with my pollee escort." 
FINVILLE JEAN R. CiREINER 
THE BADDD COMIK JIM BEAM 
I ~ 
...JOH#J tAw· IT /lt.L J"'IIX£..5 SCNSE /IU.. )'011' tc.AYE TIIC-~00}'1 
-s-,H ~ t-Ao..• • El"ctt>' TlfiJJG ~~ NOO-J KNow •s w~toAJa. 
Codt. TO ~' :::r;.., ~ 1.11 "-' I.S cJo >~E.IILJ.I£'.0 SY J;,.U ~AvJ 
CDt.t;.~ l~ . CADJAGb" 
TIM JANCHAR 
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Streaks 
Roxanne Allen 
The women's 
basketball coach led 
the team to back-to-
back 20 win seasons, 
a feat never 
accomplished in John 
Carroll basketball 
history. Since Allen has 
taken over the program 
she has recorded 68 
wins which is just 18 
shy of the all-time 
leader. 
of the Week 
Chris Connelly 
Last weekend at 
Heidelberg, the senior 
wrestler recorded three 
wins to capture the 
Ohio Athletic 
Conferen ce 
Championship at 158 
pounds. With the victory 
he qualified for 
nationals for the second 
year in a row. His 
sesaon record stands 
at 25-10. 
SPORTS The Carroll News, March 3, 1994 
Lady cagers end season 
with loss to Mount Union 
Michele Cantamessa 
Stoff Reporter 
The John Carroll University 
women· s basketball team captured 
the bronze medal in the Ohio 
Athletic Conference for the third 
year in a row as they completed 
another 20 win season last Thurs-
day at Mount Union. 
However, the Purple Raiders 
kept the Streaks from advancing 
to the OAC finals by defeating 
them by a score of 81-64. It was 
the third time this season that the 
Streaks fell victim to the Purple 
Raiders. 
Mount Union hit four of seven 
three-point shots in the first half 
and took the lead 43-28. 
The Streaks bauled back in 
the second half, but came up short 
despite the tough defensive effort. 
Sue Zidanic had a strong per-
formance while leading the team 
in scoring with 22 points and 7 
rebounds. 
The junior center also played 
tough in the patnt and was re· 
warded with the chance to <,ink 
eight of ten free throws. 
Senior All-American Cindy 
Shumaker and freshman forward 
Deana Bahur each contributed to 
the effort by scoring 14 points 
and pulling down 5 rebounds 
each. 
Head coach Roxanne Allen said 
that the team had a good season 
but ran out of time to reach their 
full potc:ntial because the younger 
players are still developing their 
skills lC> compete at the college 
level. 
" In post-season competition, 
there is a lot of pressure involved. 
We did well, but we need to do 
well consistently." 
Zidanic expressed satisfac-
tion when describing the 
team's performance this sea-
son especially in overcoming 
some obstacles. 
"We were able to overcome 
some problems and earn a very 
good record because we stuck 
together as a team;· she said. 
"Next sca<;on. we will con-
tinue to improve upon this record 
as much as we can and focus 
on each and every game to 
work our way to the OAC 
championship." 
The team was the first in John 
Carroll basketball history to ac-
complish back to back 20 win 
seasons and Allen is hopeful for 
the team's success in the 1994-
1995 season. 
"We're in pretty good shape 
because we· ve got talent from our 
bench and a strong recruiting 
class," she said. 
The experience gained by the 
entire freshman class has set the 
groundwork for another success-
ful season for the John Carroll 
Lady Streaks. 
Under the leadership of the 
sen10rs, and through the team' s 
spirit, hard work. and dedication. 
the future looks bright. 
Intramurals: The battle for the coveted T-Shirt 
Walt Pavluk 
Assistant Sports Editor 
The Intramural department at 
John Carroll is looking for a few 
good atheletes. However, regis-
tering a team does require more 
effort than walking out of the Inn-
Between without paying. 
Dave McCiaffertuy, graduate 
assistant to the director of 
intramurals, noted the upcoming 
activities open to students. fac-
ulty, and staff. 
"We have a variety of sports," 
said McClaffertuy. "It does not 
cost anything to sign up." 
These sporting activities are 
F-R-E-E! Forthecostofabsolutely 
nothing, students, faculty, and staff 
are provided a place to compete, a 
paid official, and a ''discrete" team 
name. What a deal! 
Coed Innertube waterpolo play 
will begin March 7 with en -
tries due into the intramural 
office March 2. Team limits 
include six persons in the 
waterand three of the six must 
be women. Nomore than 
twelve people per roster. 
Men's volleyball entries are due 
in the intramural office Monday, 
March 7. No more than twelve 
per team or roster. Teams have a 
choice to play on either Monday 
and Wednesday or Tuesday and 
Thursday. 
Men's volleyball spring league 
is a double elimination tourna-
ment. Tournament play will begin 
March 1 4 and ends before spring 
break begins. 
Entries formen'sand women's 
softball teams are due March 29th 
IZZAZZ r A RESTAURANT & PIZZERIA 
~OMDAY MIGHT ~4DMIII WITH lt4TIE DILLON 
8:00pm til 11 :OOpm 
$1 DRAFTS 12 oz. $2 16oz. ICE 
15¢ WINGS $1 PIZZA SLICES 
21 & OVER J.D.'S REQUIRED 
TWO FOR OMI TVIIDAY I 
BUY ONE PIZZA - GET A 2ND PIZZA 
OF EQUAL OR LESSER VALUE FREE 
CT AKE-OUT ONLY - NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER) 
EXPIRES 3/31/94 
T 4Jtl 10% OFF J.UMCH WITH TBII 4D 
11 :OOam - 2:00pm EXPIRES 2/28/94 
(NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER) 
B4PPYHOU. 
MONDAY- FRIDAY 3:00-7:00pm 
SATURDAY 12:00-7:00pm 
REDUCED BAR PRICES 
DAILY APPETIZERS SPECIALS 
20bt)(} NORTH PARK BOULEVARD · 
321-7272 
in the intramural office. No more 
than fifteen people per team. Be 
prepared to play with an oversized 
softball or "ragball." 
It is too late to register for men • s 
and women's intramural basket-
ball, but tournament action begins 
after the last regular season game 
on March 3. The league consists 
of five divisions: women· s. men • s 
freshman. men's advanced. aver-
age, and the "couch potato league." 
There is no trophy. medal, 
or plaque award ed in this 
league. Teams battle it out for 
the right to wear the coveted 
"T- SHIRT." 
The covered "game of the 
week" was held on Wednesday 
February 23, 1994 between D I 
(0-5) and 04 (0-5). This regular 
season game would determine who 
would !:inn ish the second last game 
of the season without a victory. 
Tipoff began promptly at 9: I 5 
pm as the two the teams ballled it 
out. By the end of the flCSl half, D I 
was leading only by three points 
to stay ahead 18-15. The next 
fifteen minutes of play was crucial 
for both teams' existence toward 
a victory. 
Suddenly, it was all over. The 
score keeper coun1ed down the 
last 10 seconds of the game. 04 
pulled out of the close game to 
defeat D I, 39-32. 
Brian Burk, captain of 04, said 
the main point was to go out and 
play with the main intentofhavtng 
fun. 
"We wanted to finish the sea-
son with at least one win," said 
Captain Burk. "We did not prac-
The official John Carroll travel agent! 
tome 
AN AGENCY FOR TRAVEL 
24100 CHAGRIN BOULEVARD 
CLEVELAND, OHIO 44 122 
Phone:(216) 831-2772 
Fax:(216) 831-4590 
or call Toll Free: 1-800-878-2410 
Make your reservations now for 
Spring Break-Ask for Michele 
For your convenience we will 
deliver your tickets to you free! 
lice enough to coordinate each 
others playing style." 
Captain Burk remarked about 
his teams "dill us ion of grandure." 
The first game for 04 resulted in a 
double overtime. Captain Burk 
added that he expected the team to 
be definite contenders. 
Brian Mortellaro, a key mem-
ber for D I, said the goal was to 
just have fun. 
"We are .seuiOtW· .. "ow·-.m<r we 
have played football , basketball, 
and softball for four years," said 
Mortellaro. "We played sports in 
high school and we wanted to 
maintain a competitive edge." 
Mortellaro added that the cov-
eted 'T-SHJRT" has eluded him 
for four years now. 
Well, as the saying goes. there 
is always next year. .. 
If you 
are 
interested 
. 
1n 
• cover1pg 
in tram urals 
contac.t 
Walt in 
The 
Carroll 
News. 
